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| 1/c LIMITING CC'MITIONS FOR OPERATION ,AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

3/t 0 APFLICASILITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.0.1 Compliance witn the Limiting Conditions for Opera:1on :entained ',n the
succeeding specifications is required during the OPERATIONAL tiODES or other

* concitions specified therein:. exces.: that upon failure to meet the Lu.iiting |

Conditions for Operation, the associated ACTION requirements shall be met.

3.0.2 Noncompliance with a soecification shall exist when tng requirements of
; the Limiting Condition for Oceration and associateo ACTION requirements are net,

I met witnin the specified time intervals. If tne Limiting Condition for
Operation is restored prior to expiration of the soecified time intervals,
completion of tne ACTION renairements is not re:uired. ,

jm

;|3.0.3 Wr en a Limiting Condition for Operation is net met, excep: as proviced
i . ir the associated ACTION requirements, witnin one hour A;T 0N snail ne initiated f'
l ' :: place the unit in a MODE in wnien tne spe:ificatior coes not apoly ty
j f :13cin; it, s.s a;olicable, in: ,

l' |1. A: leas: MT STANDEt w' tnt- e.e nex: 5 heurt,..

i. 2. At leas'. ri3T 5%TDOWN witnin the f 011cWir.g 6 negr$. a": I'

|| 3, A least COLD SWT00WN witnin the subse:uent 24 nours. !
i

;!
-

t Where corrective r:easures are ccm;leted that ::ermit oceratier under tre ACTIGN
.

''

requirements, the ACTION may be taken in a:coccance w1:n the specified time
. limits as measured frem the time of failure to meet the Li iting C:ndition fer .

jOperation. Ex:estions to teese requirer..ents are stated in the in:ividual
jspe:ifications. ',

i Wicto an OPERATIONAL t:0DE or other specifie: condi ' .4 6
Set be made unless tne . . ns of the imiting Condi' pert: ion are :et'' '* .

.d@ without reliance on provisions . ed vTION requirements. This-

M provision shall not preven ptgr@rou- TSI2Q0NAL' MODES as required to
ged ;, comply with A qeterment s . Execptions to these'Tredram,egts are stated

ai specifications. .;;
I ' 3. 0. 5 When a sys:em, subsystem, train, coeponent or device is determined toij

! be inoperable solely ,because its emergency power scurce is incperacle, or
I solely because its normal power source is inoperable, it may be considered'* ;

OPERABLE for the ourpose of satisfyin; :ne requirements of its applicable !

timiting Condition for Operation, previded: (1) its corresponcing norma! cr'

! emergency power source is OPERABLE; and (2) all of i s redundant system (s),
subsystem (s), train (s), :omponent(s), and device (s) are OPERABLE, or likewise
satisfy the requirements of inis specification. Unless moth conditions (1)
and (2) are satisfied within 2 hour: ACTION shall oc initiatec to place the
unit in a t:0DE in which the applicable Limiting Condition for Operation coes
not apply by placing it, as applicable, in:.

;

iCALVERT CLIFF 5 - UNIT 1 3/4 0-1 Ameneent No. 52
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i

3.0.4 Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified conc d- shall not te
made when the conditions for the Limiting Conditions for Operation art ni met and the
associated ACTION requires a shutdown if they are not met within a tNjfAt *%+
interval. Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or specified condition ma) to ~ > in ;

accordance with ACTION requirements when conformance to them permits iu .. .d
operation for an unlimited period of time. This provision shall not prei .m Jastay
through or to OPERATIONAL MODES as required to omply with ACTION n- tracto.

IExceptions to these requirements are stated in the individust specifical v.
<
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'

APPLICABILITY

L!ti! TING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
-

1. ;At least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours,
2. At least HOT SHUTOOWN within the following 6 hours, and
3. At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours.

This specification is not applicable in MODES 5 or 6.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

:

Surveillance Requirements shall be applicable during the OPERATIONAL4.0.1
MODES or other conditions specified for individual Limiting Conditions for
Operation unless otherwise stated in an individual Surveillance Requirement.

4.0.2 Each Surveillance Requirement shall be performed within the specified
time interval with:

a. A maximum allowable extension not to exceed 25% of the surveillanca
interval, and

i b. The combined time interval for any 3 consecutive ssrveillance intervals~

i! not te exceed 3.25 times the soc:ified surveillan:e interval.

.orrITE
S ce. 'r H perfo-e a Surveillance Requirement within tha "

interval shall cons. . . ilure te r:eet t ~: requirements for a*' ..

. L%g.t Limiting Condition for Operation. ep to these recuirements are stated (
-

'

"$ in the individua y1 s'ite. ns. Surveillance a*s do net have to be*

g4M p e r fo_Cred-orr-tm|Fp e r a bl e e q u i pm e nt .

4.0.4 Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or etner specified condition shall not
; be made unless the Surveillance Requirement (s) associated with the Limiting

Condition for Operation have been performed within the stated surveillance
interval or as otherwise specified. This ptovi.sica $4a//Not AeVealt /OM)C

at A rc desments.
k ca k OPEMTicHAL MOM.5 c y.e)4,.e.( h. empISurveillance Requirements for ins rvice inspectfon an% AC1Mou

d testing o ASME4.0.
Code Class 1, 2 and 3 components shall be applicable as follows:

a. Inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1, 2 and 3 components and
inservice testing of ASME Code Class 1, 2 and 3 pumps and valves
shall be performed in accordance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda as required by
10 CFR 50, Section 50.55a(g), except where specific written relief
has been granted by the Comission pursuant to 10 CFR 50, Section
50.55a(g)(6)(i),

b. Surveillance intervals specified in Section XI of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda for the inservice
inspection and testing activities required by the AStiE Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda shall be apolicable as
follows in these Technical Specifications:

,

CALVERT CLIFF 5 - UNIT 1 3/4 0-2 Amendment No. 52 I
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,

'
4.0.3 Failure to perform a Surveillance Requirement within the allowed surveillance
interval, defined by Specification 4.0.2, shall constitate noncompliance with the*

OPERABILITY requirements for a Limiting Condition for Operation. The time limits of :
the ACTION requirements are applicable at the time it is identified that a Surveil- i"

lance Requirement has not been perfornied. However, this time of applicability may be |

delayed for up to 24 hours to permit the complation of the surveillance when the e

allowable outage time limits of the ACTION requirements are less than 24 hours or a
,

shutdown is required to comply with ACTION requirements, as in Specification 3.0.3. I

Surveillance Requirements do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment.

:

i

'
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INSTRUMENTATION !

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

An OPERABLE quadrant synnetric incere detector segment group shall consist of
0a minimum of three OPERABLE rhodium incere detector segments in 90 syneetric

fuel assemblies.

APPLICABillTY: When the incore detection system is used for:

a. Monitoring the AZIMITHAL POWER TILT,

b. Recalibration of the excore neutron flux detection system, or

c. Monitoring the UNR000E0 PLAMAR RADIAL PEAXING FACTOR, the UNR000ED
INTEGRATED RADIAL PEAXING FACTOR, or the linear heat rate.

ACTION:

With the incore detection system inoperable, do not use the system for the
above applicable monitoring or calibration functions. The provisions of
specification 3.0.3 4nd 0.0.t are not applicable.*

EURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMEKTS

4.3 3.2 The incore detection system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: ,

I
By performance of a CHANNEL CHECK within 24 hours prior to its usea.
and at least once per 7 days thereafter when required for:

1. Monitoring the AZIMITNAL POWER TILT.

2. Recalibration of the excore neutron flux detection system.

3. Monitoring the UNR000ED PLAMAR RADIAL PEAXING FACTOR, the
UNR000ED INTEGRATED RADIAL PEAKING FACTOR or thb linear
heat rate.

,

b. At least once per refueling interval by performance of a CHANNEL |
CAtlBRATION operation which exempts the neutron detectors but
includes all electronic components. The neutron detectors shall be
calibrated prior to installation in the reactor core.

.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/s 3-30 Amendment No. J/,129
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INSTRUMENTATION ,

SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION
i

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
__

i3.3.3.3 The seismic monitoring instrumentation shown in Table 3.3-7
shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At all times. ,

ACTION:
,

'

s. With one or more seismic monitorin instruments inoperable for
more than 30 days, prepare and sub it a Special Report to the
Comission pursuant to Specific: tion 6.9.2 within the next 10 |i

days outlining the cause of the malfunction and the plans for
!restoring the instrument (s) to OPERABLE status.

4 .

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 d 3.0.4-are not ,

, applicable. ,
,

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
;

Li.

!-
,

4.3.3.3.1 tach of the above seismic monitoring instruments shall be t

demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK CHANNEL,

CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operations at the frequencies; ,

shown in Table 4.3-4.
' .

5

Each of the above seismic monitorin instruments actuated !4.3.3.3.2
during a seismic event shall be restored to OP RABLE status within'24

!
hours and a CHANNEL CALIBRATICN performed within 5 days following the, ,

:
i seismic event. Data shall be retrieved from actuated instruments and

analyzed to detemine the magnitude of the vibratory ground motion.- A !

Special Report shall be prepared and submitted to the Comission pursuant
i ,

'.to Specification 6.9.2 within 10 days describing the magn'*.ude, frequency
'

, ,

spectrum and resultant effect upon facility features impor. ant to'

; safety. !

!
!

| t.

t
>

>

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 3-31 |
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INSTRUMENTATION

METEOROLOGICAL' INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.4 The meteorological monitoring instrumentation channels shown in
Table 3.3-8 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACT10N:

a. With one or more required meteorological monitoring channels
inoperable for more than 7 days, prepare and submit a Special
Report to the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2>

within the next 10 dcys outlining the cause of the malfunction
and the plans for restoring the channelf.s) to OPERABLE status,

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 nd -3.Or4-are nct I
applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS _,

,

4.3.3.4 Each of the above meteorological monitoring instrumentation
'

,

channels shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the
CHANNEL CHECK and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations at the frequencies
shown in Table 4.3-5.

'

.

1,

s

o

>
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.

INSTRUI'ENTATION ., .

4

FIRE DETECT:0N !NSTCMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION F3R OPERATION

3.3.3.7 As a minimum, the fire detection instrumentation for each fire detection
zone shown in Table 3.3-11 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment in that fire detection zone is required to be
OPE RABL E.

. ACTION:

With one or more of the fire detection instrument (s) shewn in Table 3.3-11
inoperable: ,

a. Within 1 h:ur establish a fire watch patrol to inspect the zone (s)
with the ine;erable instrument (s) at least once per hour, unless'

! the instrument (s) is located inside the contair. ment, then ir.spect
the centtiament at least once per S hours or menitor the contain- -

ment air temperature at least once per hour at the locatiens listed
in Specification 4.6.1.5; or unless the instrument (s) is located
in fire detection zones equi;;ed with automatic wet pipe sprinkler
systems alarmed and supervised to the Centrol Room, then within 1
hour and at least per 24 hours thereaf ter, inspect the :one(s) with
inoperable instruments and verify that the automatic sprinkler

,

y

system, including the water flow alarm and supervisory system, is' '

operable bv chsanel functional test,

b. Restore the inoperable instrument (s) to OPEP,ABLE status within
14 days or prepare and submit a Special Report to the Commission |
pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within the next 30 days outlining

,, -

the action taken, the cause of the inoperability and the olans, -

i

and schedule for restoring the instrument (s) to OPERABLE status. |

The provisions of Specifications' 3.0.3 and 3.0 ' are not applict.ble, ,c.-
!

SU?.VE!LLANCE SEOUIRE"ENTS

4.3.3.7.1 At least once per 6 months, at least 25: of the above required fire *

deter. tion instruments which are accessible during plant operation shall be '

-
'

demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Detectors
selected for testing shall be selected on a rotating baits such that all
detectors will be tested over a two year period. If in any detection zone
there are less than four detectors, at least one different detector in that
zone shall be tested every six months. For each detector found inoperable

| during functional testing, at least an additional 10 of all detectors or 10
detectors, whichever is less, shall also be tested. Fire detectors which are'

i inaccessible during plant operatica shall be demonstrated OPEP.ADLE by the
performance of a CHANNEL FUNCT10f!AL TEST during each COLD SHUTDOWN exceeding

,

| 24 hours unless perforced during the previous six months.
|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITI 3/4 3-43 Amendment No.7g, f), 94
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| ' INSTRUMENTATION

RADIOACTIVE CASEOUS EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUMENYATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.9 The radioactive gaseous effluent monitoring instrumentation channels shown in
Table 3.3-12 shall be OPERABLE with their alarm / trip setpoints set to ensure that the
limits of Specification 3.11.2.1 are not exceeded. The alarm / trip setpoints of these
channels shall be determined and adjusted in accordance with the methodology and
parameters in the ODCM.

A PPLIC ABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3-12

ACTION:

a. With a radioactive gaseous effluent monitoring instrumentation channel
alarm / trip setpoint less conservative than required by the above
Specification, without delay suspend the release of radioactive gaseous
effluents monitored by the affected channel, or declare the channel
inoperable, or change the setpoint so it is acceptably conservative.

.

b. Tith less than the minimum number of radioactive gaseous effluent
monitoring instrumentation channels OPERABLE, take the ACTION shown in-

Table 3.312 Exert best efforts to return the instruments to OPERABLE
status within 30 days and, if unsuccessful, explain in the next Semlannual
Radioactive Effluent Release Report why the Inoperability was not
corrected in a timely manner.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3.an44A&are not applicable.c.

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

'f * 4.3.3.9 Each radioactive gaseous effluent monitoring instrumentation channel shall be
" demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, SOURCE CHECK,"

CHANNEL CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operations at the
frequencies shown in Table 4.3-1L

CALVERT CLIFFS UNIT 1 3/4 3-48 Amendment No.105
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.

INSTRUMENTATION

RADIOACTIVE LIQUID EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
.

3.3.3.10 The radioactive liquid effluent monitoring instrumentation channels shown in
Table 3.3-13 shall be OPERABLE with their alarm / trip setpoints set to ensure that the
limiu of Specification 3.11.1.1 are not exceeded. The alarm / trip setpoints of these
channels shall be determined and adjusted in accordance with the methodology and
parameters in the OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL (ODCM).

APPLICABILITY: At all times..

ACTION:

a. With a radioactive liquid effluent monitoring Instrumentation channel
alarm / trip setpoint less conservative than required by the above
specification, without delay suspend the release of radioactive liquid-

effluenu monitored by the affected channel, or declare the channel
Inoperable, or change the setpoint so it is acceptably conservative,-

b. With less than the minimum number of radioactive liquid effluent monitoring
instrumentation channels OPERABLE, take the ACTION shown in Table 3.3-
13. Exert best efforts to return the instruments to OPERABLE status within
30 days and, if unsuccessful, explain in the next Semlannual Radioactive
Effluent Release Report why the Inoperaellity was not corrected in a timely
manner,

c. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 --' ' ^ ^ are not applicable.

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4'

#
,

4.3.3.10 Each radioactive liquid effluent monitoring instrumentation channel shall be ,

demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, SOURCE CHECK,
CHANNEL CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operations at the
frequencies shown in Table 4.312. -

.

'CALVERT CLIFF 5 UNIT 1 3/43-53 Amendment No. 105
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glNTSYSTEMS

3/4.t.9 SEALED SOURCE CONTAMINATION

glMITIN8CONDITIONFOROPERATION

.l. 7. 9.1 Each sealed source containing radioactive material either in*

excess of 100 microcuries of beta and/or gama emitting material or
5 microcuries of alpha emitting material shall be free of 1 0.005 -

microcuries o'f removable contamination.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:
'

4. Each sealed source with removable contamination in excess of
the above limit shall be imediately withdrawn from use and:'

1. Either decontaminated and repaired, or -

'
'

2. Disposed of in accordance with Comission Regulations,

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 nd 3.0.5- are not appli-
cable. ;

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

'

4.7.9.1.1 Test Reovirements - Each ssaled source shall be tested for
leakage and/or contamination by:

a. The licensee, or-

!

b. Other persons specifically authorized by the Comission or an
Agreement Sta*e.

The test method shall have a detection sensitivity of at least 0.005
microcuries per test sample.

1

4.7.g.1.2 Test Frecuencies - Each category of sealed sources (excluding !'

startup sources and fission detectors previously subjected to core flux) I
shall be tested at the frequencies described below. |

,

4. Sources in use - At least once per six months 'for all sealed i
sources containing radioactive material: !

I

CALVERT CLIFFS 'JNIT 1 3/4 7-63 Acendment No. 05 *
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I pt:NT S.f57Ev5 . .

3/3.7.11 FIRE S.'73:I!!!:N SYS~ EMS

|;|11y$U;:tE55!CNW2TitSYSTIM
~

L_IMITING 00N3 T!0N FCR OPERAT!CN
__

_

3.7.11.1 The fire su;;ression water system shall be OPE *ASLE with:

5. tacn with a capacity of 2500 g;m, with !

Two high ;rtssure ;'.m:a. their disenarge ali; red to the fire su;;ression header, ;

Two water supplies, each with a minimum centained volume ofb.
303.000 gallens, and

.An 07 ERA 3LE flew ;ath ca;able of takt ; suction frem the Fretreated
, ,

c.
Water 5t: rage Tanis N.ste s 11 a ,d 12 and *rar,sferring tne water
tircugh cistribution ;iping with OPEEAILE sectionaliling CO*. trol

'i

er isclatter, valves to the yard hydrant curb valves and the first
v a l v e a *.e a d O f t r e w a *.e r

f'. 0 d alarm divi:e On each s;rinkler, h0se ,

j, stand ipe Or s; ray s/ste'. riser retaired to be OEEEA3LE per
| S peci fic a ti3 ns 3.7.11. 2, 3.7.11.4. a nd 3,7.11. 5.

;

AP PL I! * !!L I TY : At all times.
.

ACTION:*

1,

18 With one pump and/or ene water supply ine;erable, restore the | ;,s.
inoperable equierent to OPE ASLE status within 7 days or pre;are
and submit a $cecial Report to the Cc=ission pursuant to 5:eciff-
cation 6.9.2 within the next 30 days cutlining the plans and .|

precedures to be used to provide for tae 1 css of redundancy in this -

;

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 -:md 3.0.' are notsystem.
applicable. ,

t

With the fire suppression water system otherwise ino;erable:b.

Establish a backup fire suppression water system within1. '
.

24 hours, and
:

I

Submit a Special Report in accordance with Specificatien 6.9.2: l2.

a) By telephone within 24 hou s,

Confirmed by telegraph, railgram or facsimile transmission f
b) no later than the first working day fo11 ewing the event, and [

[

In writing within 14 days following the event, cuttining the (
c) iaction then, the cause of the inoperability and.the plans.,,

anti schedule for restoring the system to OPERABLE status, t

;

I
;

CAty!RT CLIFF 5 - UNIT 1 3/3 7-66 Mendment NO II' M I' i
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pt1NT sysTrWS

Sopiv as9/C: sopisc ro SYS!!"5

4 LLWITING CONDITION FOR OPER.4 TION

3.7.11.2 The spray and/or sprinkler systems shown in Table 3.7 5 shall be
OPEMBLE:

APPLICA31LITY: Whenever equipment in the spray / sprinkler protected areas is
requirec to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

a. With one or more of the required spray and/or sprinkler systems
inoperable, within one hour establish a continuous fire watch with backu:
fire suppression equipment for those areas in which redundant safe
shutdown systems or components could be dam. aged; for other areas,
establish an hourly fire watch patrol. Restore the system to OPEMBLE
status within 14 days or prepare and submit a Special Report to the
Corcission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within the next 30 days outlini-
the action taken, the cause of the inoperability and the plans and scheduit*

fce restoring the system to OPEMBLE status,

b The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 ed 3.0.5 are not applicable.

SURVEILLVCE REQUIRDdENTS

a.7.11.2 Each of the above required spray and/or sprinkler systems shall be
comonstrated OPE UBLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power operated or automatic) in the flow path, not locked, seale: or
otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position,

b. At least once per 12 months' by cycling each valve in the flow path
through at least one complete cycie of full travel,

c. At least once per 18 months

1. By performing a system functional test which includes simulated
automatic actuation of the system, and verifying that the
automatic valves in th0 flow path actuate to their correct -

positions on a simulated test signal.

CALVERT CLIFFS UNIT 1 3/4 7 69 Amendment No. Jil/f f!/Jd,129
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.

PLMT SYSTEMS

.,

HALON SYSTEMS _ . ,.

LIMITING CONDIT!ON FOR OPERATION ,

The following Halon systems shall be OPEMBLE with the storage3.7.11.3.tanks having at least 95t of full charge weight (or level) and 90t of full
charge pressure.

Cable spreading rooms total flood system, and associateda.
vertical cable chase 1C Unit 1.
4150 volt switchgear rooms 27 & 45' elevation Unit 1. |

b.

Whenever equiprent protected by the Halon system is
APPLICAB_ILITY_:
requireo'to be OPEMBLE.

ACTION _:.

With both the primary and backup Halen systems protecting the.

areas inoperable, within one hour establish an hourly fire watcha.

with backup fire suppression equipment for those areas protected
Restore the system to OPEMBLEby the inoperable Halen system.

status within 14 days or prepare and submit a Special Report to
the Cormiission pursuant to Specification 6.9.f. within the next
30 days outlining the action taken, the cause of the inoperabil-

~

ity and the plans and schedule for restoring the system to
OPEMBLE status,
The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 an44ror4-are notb.
cpplicable.

SURVE!LLANCE REOUIREMENTS

Each of the above required Halen systems shall be demonstrated4.7.11.3
OPEM5LE:

At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power operated or automatic) in the flow path is in its correct

a.

position,
At least once per 6 months by verifying Halen storage tank weightb.
(level) and pressure,
At least once per 12 months by perfoming a visual inspection of,

c. the no::le(s) and visible flow paths for obstructions,
At least once per 18 months by verifying the system, includfrig
associated ventilation dampers and fire door release mechanisms,d.

actuates manually and automatically, upon receipt of a simulated
actuation signal, and
Following completion of Eajor maintenance or modifications on
the system (s), within 72 hours by perfomance of a flow test

e.

through headers and no::las to assure no blockage.

CALVERT CLIFF 5 - UNIT 1 3/4 7 72 A endment No. 26, 57,14.JN ,3 C
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|
n. i
'

,

||

PLANT SfSTEbM i

i

FICE WOSE STATIONS i
t

1 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION :

I
'

3.7.11.4 The fire hose stations shown in Table 3.7 6 shall be OPERA 8LE. |
|

APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment in the areas protected by the fire hose !

stations is required to be OPERA 8LE.
.

"
,

ACTION:

a. With one or more of the fire hose stations shown in Table 3.7 6 inoperacle !

route an additional equivalent capacity fire hose to the unprotected ares (s''

from an OPERA 8tE hose station within I hour. Restore the fire hose !;

1 station (s) to OPERA 8LE status within 14 days or prepare and submit a
Special Report to the Comission pursuant to Specification 6.g.2 within the i
next 30 days outlining the action taken, the cause of the inopcrability ar,:1

;

the plans and schedule for restoring tne fire hose station (s) to 0PERA8LE |d

status. ;

.

b. The provision of Specification 3.0.3 r f 3.0.4-are not applicable, i

SURVEILLANCE RE001REMENT$
le

.

! 4.7.11.4 Each of the fire hose stations shown in Table 3.7 6 shall be |
! demonstrated OPERABLE
a f

1 a. At least once per 31 days by visual inspection of the station to |

|
assure all required eeutoment is at the station. Hose stations ;

located in the containment shall be visually inspected on each !

scheduled reactor shutdown, but not more frequently than every 31 [:

! days. |

b. At least once per 18 months for hose stations located outside the I
containment and once per refueling interval for hose stations inside it

j
the containment by: |

.

f

[ 1. Removing the hose for inspection and re racking, and
,

2. Replacement of all degraded gaskets in coup 1tngs. |
J3

:

! c. At least once per 3 years for hose stations located outside the, ;

I

|
containment and once per refueling interval for hose stations ir. side

fthe containment by:
1

1. Partially opening each hose station valve to verify valve
OPERABILITY and no flow blockage. j<

i
.

| 2. Conducting a hose hydrostatic test at a pressure at least 50 {
psig greater that the maximum pressure available at that |

: *

|
hose statier. or replacement with a new hose.

CALVERT CLIFFS UNIT 1 3/4 7 73 Amendment No. 2ft/JI//Jd.129 [
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7L447 SYSTEMS

Y ,RD /I RE MY:RA.'.75 :'O wy:; A* T ' OS E C.'S ES-

LIMIT!?G CONDITICri CR C;!*AT*0ft
,

!

3.7.11.5 The fol'.owing yard fire hydrants and associated hydrant hose houses-

shall be OPER;3LE. ,

'APPLICA3fLITL: Wherever equi; ment in the areas ;rotected by the yard fire
hydrants is equired to te CPERAELE.

;

,

4. *6 yard hycrant and associated hydrant hose house. nich ;r:vides
'

primary prctection for t! nit 2 AWT blockhouse.

b. 87 yard hydrant and associated hydrant h:se hcuse, which ;r: vices :

;ri .ary pr:: action for ','ni: 1 RWT tlc:iheuse. :

! L ACTION:
!"j >

| a. With cne or ?.cre of :ne yard fire hydrants or ass:ciated nydran
hese houses ir.o;erable. itnin I h:ur ha.e suf ficient addf *.icnal |,

lengths of 2-1/2 inen Ciameter h0se IcCated in an acjacent C;E .A3LE
hydrant h se house to Gr: Vide service to the unprotected area (s) if j

'the inoperable fire hydrant er ass::iated hydrant bcse house is the

house to CPERAELE status within 14 days or prepare and sumi't a ||;rimary means of fire svepression. Restcre the hydrant or hese
* i

Special Re:ce; to tne Comission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 !

within the r, ext 30 days outlining the action taken, the cause of ;

the inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring the I

hydrant or h:se house to OPE:A5LE status t ,

,

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 0.0.! are net applicable.

$URVE!LlaNCE REOUIREMENTS
t

. ! .

4.7.11.5 Ea:h of the yard fire hydrants and associated hydrant 5:se houses i
shall be demonstrate: CPERABLE: r

| I

a. At least once ;or 31 days by visual inspection of the nydrant nose !
house to assure all required equipment is at the hose house. [

-
.

;

b. At least once per 6 months (once during . March, April or 'tay and !

once during Septe-ber, October or November) by visually inspe::ing ;

each yard fire hydrant and verifying that the hydrant barrel is dry .

and tant the hydrant is not damaged.

.. . . ..-
. . .

)

I

|iCALVERTCLIFFS-UNIT 1 3/4 7 75 A e nd e n t No . 5,1, 9 : |f
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|| ;Lui SvS?!v5
f;3/4.7.12 !NETRATION ?!RE 3ARR!!ES

LIM:''N3 00NC***0'45 E0E 00E JT*0N

| 3.7.12 All fire barrier ;enetrati ns (i.e., cable ;enetrition barriers, fira-
ccors anc fire dt.m:ers), in fire ::ne :cuncaries, pr::e::ing safe shut:cwn
areas sna11 :e CPIPJ3LI. '

i

|A70LICAB:L:TV: A: all times.
.

ACTION:
.

,

a. W1:n one or more of :Me acove re:uired fire barrier senetrattens !
I

inoperable within one hcur either establisa a continucus fire '

watch en a: least one side of ne affected penetratien, or verify
:ne 07 EPA!!L'TY cf fire detectors en at least One sige of the
inoperable fire barrita and establisn an hourly fire wat:h patrol;4

er verify the 0;erability of aut:matic sprinkler syste .s (inclucing
the water ficw alarn and su;ervisory sys:em) en ctn sides of :ne
ino;erable fire barrier, Rest:re the inecerable fire barrier
penetration (s) to c; era:le status within 7 days er pre;are and

| su:mit a Scecial Ae:ce: :: :ne C eenissien pursuant :: 5;ecifica-
,

tien 6.g.2 witain :ne next 30 days cutlining :nc action taken, !
the cause cf :ne ine:ersele menetration and plans and schedule

; for restoring :ne fire barrier ;enetra:icn(s) to OPE?ABLE status.
| '

i b. The provisions of S;ecificatiens 3.0.3 -:nd 3M are not a:p11 cable.
.

i SURVE:LLANCE REOUIREWENTS

4.7.12 Each of the above requirec fire barrier penetra:icns shall be verified [

to be OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 18 months by a visual inspection,

b. Prior to returning a fire barrier penetration to functional status
; fc11 ewing repairs or maintenance by perfor ance of a visual inspec-

tien of th3 affected fire barrier ;enetration(s).
1

CALVERT CLIFFS - L* NIT i 3/4 7-77 A.menemen: No. 37. 74,;13,
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3/4.11 R ADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

MOUTO EFFLUENTS *

CONCENTRATION
|

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION $ "

J

3.11.1.1 The concentration of radioactive material released in Uquid effluents to
UNRESTRICTED AREAS shall be !!mited to the concentrations specified in 10 CFR Part .

20, Appendix B. Tabla U, Column 2 for radlonuc!! des other than dissolved or entrained
noble gases.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.
.

ACTION: |

|

a. With the concentration of radioactive material released in liquid effluents to i

* UNRESTRICTED AREAS exceeding the above limits, without delay restore I'

the concentration to within the above limits. L*

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3r.d 3.0.t are not app!! cable.

SURVE!LLANCE REOU1REMENTS

4.!!.l.1.1 Radioactive !! quid wastes shall be sampled and analyzed according to the
sampling and analysis program of Tab!: 4.!! 1.'

,

4.11.1.1.2 The resulu of the radioactivity analyses shall be used in accordance with the
methodology and parameters in the ODCM tu assure that the concentrations at the point*, of release are maintained within the limits of Specification 3.!!.l.1. *,, , ,

,

,

t
{

}

; CALVERT CLIFFS UNIT 1 3/411-1 Amendment No. 105
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'

RADIOACTNE EFFLUENTS

DOSE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPER ATION .

. ..

i
-

.

3.11.1.2 The dose or dose commitment to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from radioactive
materials in !! quid offluents released to UNRE.5TRICTED AREAS shall be limited:

a. During any calendar quarter to less than or equal to 3.0 mrems to the total
be.dy and to less than or equal to 10 mrems to any organ, and

b. During any calendar year to less than or equal to 6 mrems to the total body
and to less than or equal to 20 mrems to any organ.

.

APPLICABILTTY: At all times.

ACTION: I-

a. With the calculated dose from the release of radioactive materials in liquido

effluents exceeding any of the above limits, prepare and submit to the
Commission within 30 days, pursuant to Specification 6.9.2, a Special Report
that identifies the cause(s) for exceeding the limit (s) and defines the

.

corrective actions that have been taken to reduce the releases and the i

proposed corrective actions to be taken to assure that subsequent releases |
will be in comp!!ance with the above limits.

b. The provislotts of Specifications 3.0.3 =d 3.0.t are not applicable. ;

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS r

"

4
'' ' 4.11.1.2 Monthly cumulative dose contributions from liquid effluents for the current

calendar quarter and the current calendar year shall be determined in accordance with
the methodology and parameters in the CDCM at least once per 60 days, '

t

e

s

'l

,

k CALVERT CLIFFS UNIT 1 3/4 11-3 Amendment No.105
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

LIQUID RADTASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

.

3.11.1.3 'a'he liquid radwaste treatment system shall be used to reduce the radioactive
materials in !! quid wastes prior to their discharge when the cajeulated doses due to the
liquid efCuent to UNRESTRICTED AREAS exceeds 0.36 mrem to the total body or 1.20
mrom to any organ in a 92 day period.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION: *
.

a. With radioactih liquid waste being discarged without treatment and in ,

excess of the above limits, prepare and submit to the Commission within 30
* days pursusnt to Speelfication 6.9.2 a 5pechJ Report that includes thee

following Informations ,-
,

m
1. Explanation of why liquid radwaste was being discharged wi6out

treatment, Identificatlan of any inoperable equipment or subsystems,,
and the reason for the Inoperability,

(
2. Action (s) taken to restore the inoperable equipment to OPERABLE

status, and

3. Summary description of action (s) taken to prevent a recurrence.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0JW4A&are not applicable.

'

4' $URVETLLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

.

4.ll.lJ Monthly doses h to liquid releases to UNRESTRICTED AREA 5 shall be
q calculated at least once per 60 days in accorc'ance with the methodology and parameters

i the ODCM.

I

!

CALVERT CLIFF 5 UNIT 1 3/4116 Amendment No.105 -
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RADICACTIVE EFFLUENTS

GASEOUS EFFLUENTS

DOSE RATE

.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.!!.2.1 The dose rate due to radloactive materials released in gaseous effluents from
the site to areas at and beyond the $1TE BOUNDARY (see Figure 3.1 1) shall be limited
to the following

a. For noble gases: Less than or equal to 300 mrems/yr to the total body and
less than or equal to 3000 mrems/yr to the skin, and

; b. For lodine-131 and for all radionuclides in particulate form with half lives
greater than 8 days: Less than or equal to 1300 mrems/yr to any organ.

.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.
.

ACTION:,

With the dose rate (s) exceeding the above limits, without delay restore thea.
release rate to within the above 11 mins).,

,

| b. The provisions of Speelfications 3.0.3 and444 are not appilcable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT $
.,

4.!!.2.1.1 The dose rate due to noble gases in gaseous effluents shall be determined to .
be within the above limits in accordance with the methodology and parameters in thi.

4' OOCM. '

-

! 4.!!J.l.2 The dose rate due to lodine-131 and all radionuelldes in particulate form with
'

half lives greater than 8 days in gaseous effluents shall be determined to be within the
. above limits in accordance with the methodolog:' and parameters in the ODCM by
'

obtaining represantative samples and performing analyses in accordance with the
sampling and analysis program speelfled in Table 4.11-2.,

,

.

CALVERT CLIFF 5 UNIT 1 3/4!!-7 Amendment No.105
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.

RADICACTIVE EFFLUENTS

DOSE - NOBLE GASES

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION '

*
,
i

3.11.2.2 The air dose due to noble gases released in gaseous effluents to areas at and
~

beyond the SITE BOUNDARY (see Figure 3.1-1) shall be limited to the fo!!owing

a. During any calendar quarter Less than or equal to 10 mrads for gamma
radiation and less than or equal to 20 mrads for beta radiation and,

b. During any calendar year: Less than or equal to 20 mrads for gamma
radiation and less than or equal to 40 mrads for beta radlation.

,

;.

.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:.

With the calculated air dose from radioactive noble gases in gaseous !a..

effluents exceeding any of the above limits, prepare and submit to the
Commission within 30 days, wrsuant to Specification 6.9.2, a Specla! Report
that identlfles the cause(E for exceeding the limit (s) and defines the

( corrective actions that have been taken to reduce the releases and the
proposed corrective actions to be taken to assure that subsequent releases
will be in comp!!ance with the above limits.

.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 - ' ' ^ ' are not applicable.
;

SURVETLLANCE REQUIREMENTS

g. 4.11.2.2 Monthly cumulative dose contributions for the current calendar quarter and
current calendar year for noble gases sha11.be determined in accordance with the-.

methodology and parameters in the ODCM at least once per 60 days.

<

-
,

t

I

i

I
* CALVERT CLIFF 5 UNIT 1 3/4 11-11 Amendment No.105
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

DOSE -IODINE.131 AND RADIONUCLIDES IN PARTICULATE 'ORM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

.

3.11.2.3 The dose to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from lodine.131 and all radionuclider
in particulate form with half !!ves greater than 8 days In gaseous effluents released to
areas at and beyond the 5ITE BOUl1DARY (see Figure 3.1 1) shall be !!mited to the
followings

a. During any calendar quarter: Less than or equal to 13 mrems to any organ
and,

b. During any calendar years Less than or equal to 30 mrems *A any organ.

| Less than 0.1% of the limits of 3.11.2.3(a) and (D) as a result of burningc.
contaminated oII.

.
,

APPLICABILITY: At all times.,

%
ACTION:

'

a. With the calculated dose from the release of lodine.131 and radionuc3 des $
particulate form with half lives greater than 8 days, in gaseous effluents e;

exceeding any of the above limits, prepare and submit to the Commission
within 30 days, pursuant to 5peelfication 4.9.2, a Specla! Report that
identlfles the cause(s) for exceeding the limit and defines the corrective
actlens that have been taken to reduce the releases and *.he proposed
corrective actions to be taken to assure that subsequent releases will be In
compilance with the above limits.

b. The provlslons of Speelfications 3.0J and4.4A are not applicable.,

,

' '

SURVE1LLANCE RFOOTREMENTS
__

4.!!.2.3 Mer thly cumulative dose contributions for the current calendar quarter and
current cale,$dar year for lodine-131 and radionuclides in particulate form with half lives
greater thm 8 days shall be determined in accordance with the methodology and
parameterJ In the ODCM at least rm Per 60 days.

CALVERT CLIFFS UNIT 1 3/41112 Amendment No.105 |;
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.

. .

R ADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

GASEOUS RADWASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPER ATION
.

"

3.11.2.4 The GA5EOUS RADWASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM and the VENTILATION
EXHAUST TREATMENT SYSTEM shi.11 be used to reduce radioactive materials in
gaseous wute prior to their discharge when the gueous effluent air dose 6e to gaseous
effluent releases, to areas at and beyct.d the SITE BOUNDARY (see Nyare 3.1 1)
exceeds 1.20 mrad for gamma radiation and 2.4 mrad for beta radiation bt a 92 day
period. The VENTILAT ON EXHAUST TREATMENT SYSTEM shall be used to reduce
radioactive materials in gueous waste prior to their discharge when the calcu!ated doses
due to gaseous effluent releases, to areas at and beyond the 5ITE SOUNDARY (see
Figure 3.1.D excuds 1.8 mrom to any organ in a 92 day period.

,

APPLICABillTY: At all times.
.

ACTION:
.

a. With gaseous nste being discharged without treatment and in excess of the
above !!mits, ;cepa*e and submit to the Commission within 30 days, pursuant
to Specification 6.9.2, a 5pecial Report that incMas the following
Informattom

1. Explanation of 5 m /aseous radwaste was being discharged wittat
treatment, Ident Moon of any inoperable equipment or subsystems,
and the reason for the Inopersbility,

i

2. Action (s) taken to restore the inoperable equipment to OPERABLE
status, and

4 3. Summary ducription of action (s) taken to prevent a recurrence.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.34nd4.0.4-are not app!! cable.
.

'

SURVEILL ANCE REQUTREMENTS
__ _

;

4.11.2.4 Monthly doses due to gueous releases shall be calculated at least once per 60,

days in accordance with the methodology and parameters in the ODCM.l

CALVERT CLIFFS UNIT 1 3/41113 Amendment No. 105
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS
.

)
EXPLOSIVE GAS MIXTURE (Hydrogen rich systems not designed to withstand a

hydrogen explosion)

.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
.

__,.

.

3.11.2.3 The concentration of oxygen in the waste gas holdup system shall be !!mited to
Jess than or equal to 4% by volume.

<

APPLICABILITY: At a!! times

ACTION:

With the concentration of oxygen in a waste gas decay tank greater than 4%ao
by volume immediately suspend all additions of waste gases to that tank and
reduce the conctntration of oxygen to less than or equal to 4% by volume

e

. ithout delay.- w
.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.34nd-3A4-are not app!! cable.~

b.~

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
._

-

(
-.

The concentrations of oxygen in the wute gas holdup system shall be4J 1.2J
determined to be within the above limits by the sampling program described in Table
4.11-2.

.

:-

'

\

,

;

,

|

.
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS =

GAS STORAGE TANKS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

?.11.2.6 The quantity of radioactivity contained in each gas storage tank shall be limited
to less than or equal to 58,500 curies noble gases (considered u Xe-133). .

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

With the quantity vi radioactive materia! in any gas storage tank exceedinga.
the above limit, immediately suspend aU a ,ditions of radioactive material to
that tank and within 48 hours reduce the tank contents to withire the limit.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.34nd4.0.4 are not applicable.

' ~- ' '

SURVEILL ANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

4.11.2.6 The quantity of radioactive material contained in the in-service gas storage
tank shall be determined to be within the above limit at least once per 24 hours when the
Reactor Coolant System specific activity of Xe-133 is greater tha.1130 uC1/mL

,.

.
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I' RADIOACTIVE EFFLU2NTS
.

SOLID RADIOACTIVE WASTE
,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPER ATION

The solid radwaste program shall be used in accordance with a PROCESS3.11.3
CONTROL PROGRAM to procass wet radioactive wastes to meet shipping and burial
ground requirements.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

With the provisions of the PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM not sat!sfied,a.
of defectively processed or defectively packaged solid

suspend shipments from the site. -

radioactive wastes ,

b. The provision of Specifications 3.0.3 and-3.0Aare not applicable.
.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTSo

4.11.3 THE PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM shall be used to verify the
SOLIDIFICATION of at least one represe:ttative test specimen from at least every tenth
batch of each type of wet radioactive waste (e.g., filter sludges, spent resins, evaporator
bottoms, boric acid solutions, and sodlum sulfate solutions). (

,

af -
.-

, ,

?

.
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

TOTAL DOSE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
J

. .

3.11.4 The annual (calendar year) dose or dose commitment to any MEMBER OF THE
PUBLIC due to releases of radioactivity and to radiation from uranium fuel cycle sources
shall *>e limited to less than or equal to 23 mrems te the total body or any organ, except
the thyrold, which shall be !!mited to less than or equal to 73 mrems.

EPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:
.

With the calculated doses from the release of radioactive materials in !! quida.
or gaseous effluents exceeding twice the limits of Specification 3.11.1.2.a,
3.11.1.2.b, 3.ll.2.2.a 3.11.2.2.b, 3.ll.2.3.a. or 3.ll.2.3.b, calculations shall

, be made including direct radiation contributions from the reactor units and,

outside storage tanks to determine whether the above limits of 3pecification
3.!!.4 have been exceeded. If such is the case, prepare and submit to the,

Commission within 30 days, pursuant to Specification 6.9.2, a Speclat Report
that defines the corrective action to be taken to reduce subsequent releases
to prevent recurrence of exceeding the above limits and includes the
schedule for achievir:g conformance with the above limits. This Speclat
Report, as defined in 10 CFR Part 20.403c, shall include an analysis that
estimates the radiation exposure (dose) to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from
uranium fuel cycle sources, including all effluent pathways and direct
radiation, for the calendar year that includes the release (s) covered by this
report. It shall also describe levels of radiation and concentrations of
radioactive material involved, and the cause of the exposure levels or
concentrations. If the estimated dose (s) exceeds the above limits, and if the
release condition resulting in violation of 40 CFR Dart 190 has not already
been corrected, the Special Report shall include a request for a variance in* ,

accordance with the provisions of 40 CFR Part 190. Submittal of the report-
,

is considered a timely request, and a variance is granted until staff action on
the request is complete.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and-3 Mare not appilcable. '

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

4.11.4.1 Cumulative dose contributions from liquid and gaseous effluents shall be
determined in accordance with Specifications 4.11.1.2, 4.11.2.2, and 4.11.2.3, and in
accordance with the methodology and parameters in the CDCM.

4.11.4.2 Cumulative dose contributions from direct radiation from the reactor units and
cutside storage tanks shall be determined in accordance with the methodology and
parameters in the ODCM. This requirement is applicable only under conditions set forth
in Specification 3.ll.4.a.

l
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3/4.12 RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

Af $ (Continued),

With fresh leafy vegetable samples unavailable from one or more of thec.
sample' locations required by Table 3.12-1, identify lxations for obtaining
replacement samples and add them to the radiological environmental
monitoring program wi$ln 30 days. The specific locations from which

may then be deleted from the monitoringsamples were inavailable
Pursuant to Specification 6.9.1.7, identify the cause of the |.

program.
unavailability of samples and identify the new location (s) for obtaining the

r

replacument samples in the next Annual Radiological Environmental
,

Operating Report.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 ed4A4 are not appilcable.d.
.

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

*

4.12.1 The radiological environmental monitoring samples shall be collected pursuant to
.

Table 3.12-l'irom the specific locations given in the table and figure (s) in the ODCM,
and shall be analyzed pursuant to % requirements of Table 3.121 and the detection.

capabilltles required by table 4.12
!

'The methodology and parameters used to estimate the potential annual dose to a (
MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC shall be Indicated in this report.

=+ .'

..

,

J

.
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3/4.12 ,RA,0J,0h0GICAL ENY!RONMENTA1. MONITORING

LAND USE CENSUS

d

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION .

.

; 3.12.2 A land use census shall be conducted and shau identify within a distance of 8 km (5
mues) the location in each of the 9 meteorological sectors of th neare milk animal, the
nearest residence and the nearest garden * of greater than 30 mf(300f ) producing broad

1

'

leaf vegetation. (For elevated releases as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.111, Revision 1, i

July 1977, the land use census shall also identify withir. a distance of 3 km (3 miles) the
locations in each of the 9 meteorological sectors of all m!!k c.,1mals and all gardens of

2
,

greater thsn 50 m producing broad leaf vegetation).
1

APPLICABILITY: At all times.
_ _ _

*
.,

,

ACTION:
,

a. With a land use census identifying a location (s) that yields a calculated dose or-

dose commitment greater than the values currently being calculated in' '

5pecification ':4.11.2J ' identify the new location (s) in the next Annual-

Radiological Environmental Operating. Report, pursuant to Specification 6.9.1.7
4

b. With a land use census identifying a location (s) that yields a calculated dose or
dose commitment (via the same exposure pathway) 20 percent greater than at a

,

locatloc from which sample are currently (s)eing obtained in accordance with
b ( ,

Specification 3.12.1, add the new location to the radiological envlonmental !

monitoring program within 30 days. The samp!bs location (s), excluding the
. control station location, having the lowest calculated dose or dose
: commitment (s), vla the same exposure pathway, may be deleted from this-
! monitoring program after October 31 of the year in which this land use censiis .

! was conducted. Pursuant to Specification 6.9.1.7,' identify the new location (s)in |~

the next Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report and also 'nclude in i
' + the report a revised figure (s) and table for the ODCM reflecting the new

location (s).-

; c. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3-and4.0.4 are not applicable.
; .

SURVE!LLANCE REOUTREMENTS
,

! 4.12.2 The land census shad be conducted during the growing season at least once per 12
*

i months using that information that wiu provide the best results, such as by a door.to-door ;

| survey, aerial survey, or by consulting local agriculture authorities. The results of the land
| use census shall be included in the Annual Radiological Environmental Operat!ng Report

pursuant to Specification 6.9.1.7,

* Broad leaf vegetation sampling of a't least three different kinds of vegetation may be ,

; performed at the site boundary in each of two different direction sectors with the highest ipredicted D/Qs in lieu of the garden census. Specifications for troad leaf vegetation i
'

; sampling in Table 3.12 1.4b shall be followed, including analysis of control samples.
,

! .

I !
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3/4.12 RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL *0HITORfNG

INTERLABORATORY COMPARISON PROGR AM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

.

'3.12.3 Analyses shall be performed on all radioactive materials, supp!!ed as part of an
Interlaboratory Comparison Program that has been approved by the Commission, that
correspond to samples required by Table 3.12-1.

MPLICA5fLITY: At all times.

_A_,CTION:

With analyses not being performed as required above, report the correctivea.
actions taken to prevent a recurrence to the Comtr8ssion in the Annual
Radiological Environmental Operating Report pursuant to Specif.lcation |6.9.1.7.,

b. The provisions of Speelfications 3.0.3 -' ' % are not appl; cable.,,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS "

_ , ,_,
,

4.12.3 The Interlaboratory Comparit.on Program shall be described in the ODCM. A
summary of the results obtained as part of the above required Interlaboratory
Comparison Program shall be included m the Annual Radiological Environmental
Operating Report pursuant to Specification 6.9.1.7

*

4
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I3/4.0. AppliLA5fLITY ;
;

| BASES-

j |--

The specifications cf this se:tien provide the general requirements
.! applicable to each of the Limiting conditions for Operation and Surveillance' Recairements within Se: tion 3/4
!.!
|j 3.0.1 This spe:ification defines the applicability of ea:h specification
' in terms of define: OPERATIONAL MODES or other specified conditions and is
jorovided to delinente specifically when each specification is applicable.

,, ,

i; 3.C.2 This specification defines tnose conditions necessary te constitute '

' c roliance with the terms of an individual Limiting condition for Operation and.

, asso:iated ACTION reccirenent.
is
|| 3.0.3 Tnis specification delineates the ACTION to be taken for circum-

stances not direc;iy provided for in tne ACTION statements and whose occurrence
||would viciate the ir. tent of the specifica:icn.' For example, Specification,

::5.i.*. requires ea:h Reactor Coolant System safety injection tank to be OPERA 3LE
!!and crovides exclicit ACTIO!. recuire ,er.:s if one safety injection tank is
. ;: no ce ra bl e . Under the terms of Soe:ification 3.0.3, i' more than one safety
;;inje::icn tant is inoperable. ACT10t. witnin one nou- is re:vired to ir.itiate

|| unit shutdown and te in at leest HOT STAN?BY within the next 6 hours and in
' 1: least HOT 5HOTDO.!!! within the fellowing 6 hours. As a further exanpie,
!;5pe:ification 3.5.2.1 recuires two Containment Spray Systems te de OFERASLE!

crevices explicit ACT10'. receirements if one spray system is inoperable:'

!.an:Under the terms cf Specification 3.0.3, if. both of the required Containment
'j5pra) 53 stems are inoperable, actio . within one hour is required to initiate
junit shutdown and be in at least HOT STANOBY within the ruxt 6 hours in t :

,lleast HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours and in at least COLD SHUTDOWN
'lin tre nex 24 hours. It is assumed that the unit is brought to the required
.| mode within the required times by promptly initiating and carrying out the
!, appropriate ACT10f, STATEMENT.

'

..

| 3.0.4 This specification pravides that entry into an OPERATIONAL M DE[ '

: ether c?jfied applicability condition must ce made with (a) the f ''
( complement equired systems, equipment or components OPERAq1h nd (b) all,

[cther parameters specified in the 1:imiting Conditions V0peration being
| met without regard fo%wable deviations anc out d evice provisionsSee
contained in the ACTION sta *nts.t.

| r ( '' The intent of this provision is su;e that facility operation is
gek not initiated with either recup uipmen. systems inoperable or other|

|o4th .specified limits being ex eered.
- N

Exception )s this provision have been provided for a'h{ted number of
specificat nT when Startup with inoperable equipment would not TMt t plant

safye. hese exceptions are stated in the ACTION statements of the
gpropriate specifications,,

, ,

.

.
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3.0.4 This specification establishes limitations on MODE changes when , a Limiting
Condition for Operation is not met. It precludes placing the facility in a higher
'MODErof operation when the requirements for a Limiting Condition for Operation are not
met and continued noncompliance to these conditions would result in a shutdown to ,

|comply with the ACTION requirements if a change in MODES were permitted.
. ,

The purpose of this specification is to ensure thai ligher MODES of
operation are not entered when corrective action is being taken to obtain compliance
with a specification by restoring equipment to OPERABLE status er parameters to
specified limits.

Compliance with ACTION requirements that permit continued operation of the
Dt facility for an unlimited period of time provides an acceptable level of safety for

continued operation without regard to the status of the plant before or after a MODE
,

change. Therefore, in this case, entry into an OPERATION AL . MODE or other specified
9 condition e may *be made,in,accordance with the provisions of the ACTION requirements.*'" "

The provisions of this specification should not, however, be interpreted as endorsing
'the failure to exercise good practice in restoring systems or components to OPERABLE
status before plant startup.

When a shutdown is required to comply with ACTION requirements, the
provisions of Specification 3.0.4 do not apply because they would delay placing the
facility in a lower mode of operation.

4
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ADptICABILITY
-

. .

BASES

;j nean that for one division the emergency oower source must be OPERABLE (as must
! be Ine components 'upplied by the emergency power scur:e) and all redundant,

,

systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices in the other division must
| { be OPUABLE. or 'likewise satisfy Soecification 3.0.5 (i.e., be capable of-

| performing their design functions and have an emergency power source OPERABLE).In ether words, both emergency power sources must be OPERABLE and all redundant
I systems, subsystems, trains, comoonents and devices in both divisions must

also be OPERA 5LE. If these conditions are not satisfied, a:., ton is required
, in a::cedan.e with this spe:ification. L

i
I In M30E5 5 or 6 Soetification 3.0.5 is not applicable, and thus the
!indivicualACTIONstatementsforeach soplicable Lwiting Condition for 0:eration
j in tnese M3 DES must be adriered to.
!

4.0.1 Tnis spe:ification provides . hat surveillanca activitier ne: essa y'

! to insure the Lir-iting Ccnditions for Operation are met an: will be perforce:
;; curing tne 00ERATIO.'iA' MODES or other conditions for whi:t the Limitin;
j ; Conditions for Operation are applicable. Provisicr.s for additicnal surveillsr.:e
; activ -ies :: be per e ed without regart te the a::li:acie OPERATIONAL MODESd e

! or ether conditi r.s are provided in the individual Surveillance Recairements.
li Surveillance Recuirements for Special Tes: Exceotier.s need only be perforced
|| when tne Spe:isi Test Exception is ceing utilized as an exception to an
, individ;al speci ficaticr..
i'

| for performing surveillance activities beyond those specified in the non.inal4.0.2 The provisions of this specification provide allowable tolerances ''

'

|

,j surveillance interval. These tolerances are necessary to provide c::erational
i fies.ibility be:ause of scheduling and perfo:cance considerations. The parase
I ''at least" essociated witn a surveillance f requency does not negate tnis

allowable tolerance value ano permits the performan:e of mora frequent
surveillance activities. -

The tolerance values, taken either individually or consecutively over 3 ,

! test intervals, are sufficiently restrictive to ersure that the reliability
' asso:tated witn the surveillance activity is not significantly degraced beyond .,

that obtained from the nominal specified interval. ' '

hA.3 The provisions of this specification set fortn the criteria fe[ |

500 determinatT6T d .coapliance with the OPERASILITY requirements ttnrTimiting !

t Conditions for OperatWader this criteria, equJi pah , systems or components i,#g are assumed to be OPERABLE if thres ciat a vrv'ET11ance activities have been |a ,

og j satisfa:torily performed within th p. te ime interval. flothing in this ;

6 provision is to be constr.us4-r efining equipmen , yttres or components !"t
Igc OPERABLE, w uch-ttems are found or known to be inopere + ough still ;

meeting the urveillance Requirements.
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4.0.3 - This specification establishes the failure to perform a Surveillance
Requirement within the allowed surveillance interval, defined by the provisions of
Specification 4.0.7, as a condition that constitutes a failure to meet the OPERABILITY
requirements for a Limiting Condition for Operation. Under the provisions of this
specification, systems and components are assumed to be OPERABLE when Surveillaace
Requirements have been satisfactorily performed within the specified time interval,
liowever, nothing in this provision is to be construed as implying that systems or
components are OPERABLE when they are found or known to be inoperable although still
meeting the Surveillance Requir*ments.

,

,

This specificatloa also clarifies that the AC TION requirements are applicable when
Surveillance Rem 'rrments have net been completed within the allowed suneillance e

interval and that the time limits of the ACTION requirements apply from the point in ,

time it is identified that a surveillance has not been performed and not at the time
that the allowed surveillance interval was exceeded, j

"'": ,( - Completion of the. Surveillance . Requirement within the allowable time limits of the
ACTION requirements restores compliance with the requirements of Specification 4.0.3. t

flowever, this does not negate the fac* that the failure to have performed the
surveillance _ within the allowed surveillance interval, defined by the provisions of
Specification 4.0.2, was a violation of the OPERABILITY requirements of a Limiting
Condition for Operation that is subject to enforcement action. Further, the failure to
perform a surveillance within the provisions of Specification 4.0.2 is a violation of a
Technical Specification requirements and is, therefore, a reportable event under the

,

requirements of 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1)(B) because it is a condition prohibited by the
plant's Technical Specifications. '

,

If the allowable time limits of the ACTION requirements are less than 24
hours or a shutdown is required to comply with ACTION requirements, e.g.,
Specification 3.0.3, a 24-hour allowance is provided to permit a delay in implementing f

the ACTION requirements. This provides an adequate time limit to complete Surveil-
1 . lance Requirements that have not been performed. The purpose of this allowance is to

permit the completion of a surveillance before a shutdown is required to comply with
ACTION requirements or before other remedial measu es would be required that may>

preclude completion of a surveillance. The basis for this allowance includes'
,

'

consideration for plant conditions: adequate planning, availability of personnel, and
the time required to perform the surveillance.

This time limit provision also provides for the completion of Surveillance Requirements
that become applicable as a consequence of MODE changes imposed by ACTION >

; requirements and for corepleting Surveillance Requirements that are applicable when an
,

! exception to the requirements of Specification 4.0.4 is allowed, if a surveillance is
| not completed within the 24-hour allowance, the time limits of the ACTION

requirements are applicable at that time. When a surveillance is performed within the
24-hour allowance and the Surveillance Requirements c.re not met, the time limits of the
ACTION requirements are applicable at the time that the surveillance is terminated.

i Surveillance Requirements do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment
. because the ACTION requirements define the remedial measures that apply. liowever,
i

1.
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the Surveillance Requirements have to be met to demonstrate that inoperable equipment
has been restored to OPERABLE sutus.

2
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jAPPLly3ILITY

: BASES

l 0.4 This specification ensures that the surveillance activitie
j associates th a Limiting Condition for Operation have been per ithin

See tne specified t n. interval prior to entry into an OPERAT! DE or cther

'^ 3'bt
applicable condition. . intent of tnis provisiongt~ ensure that surveil-
lance activities have been actorily demcprated on a current basis as

s' { "
rquired to meet the OW51Lin M 'rer dof the Limiting Condition for
Operation.

^ p cN Under the terms ci-t'his specification, for exam W uring initial piant

I startup er foi dextended plant outages, the applicab veillance
,I

activitie t be performed within the stated surveillance inte prior to

'f pl cJrCr returning tne system or equienent into OPERABLE status.3

4.0.5 This specification ensures that inservice * inspection of ASME Code
|i Class i. 2 and 3 comoonents and inservice testing.of ASitE Code Class 1, 2 and
jf3punpsandvalveswillbeperformedinaccordancewithaperiodicallyupdated
ij version of Section XI of the ASV.E Beiler and F essure Vessel Code and Adcenda
l'as reovired oy 10 CFR 50.55a. Relief from any of tne above reavirencnts has

| been providec in writing by the Commission and is not a part of these Techr.icai
2

Specifications.

inis specification includes a clarification of the frequencies for perferm-
,,ing tne inservice inspection and testing activities required by Secticn XI cf
i j the ASME Soiler and Pressure Vessei Code and applicable Addenda. This clarific-

|tien is provided te ensure consistency in surveillance intervals throughout th.
| Technical Specifications and te remove any ambiguities relative to the
; frequencies for performing the required inservice inspection and testing

, activities.
.

Under the terms of this specification, the more restrictive requirements of
|| the Technical Specifications take precedence over the ASitE Soiler and Pressure

Vessel Code and applicable Addenca. For example, the requirements of Specifica-
tion 4.0.4 to perform surveiiiance activities prior to. entry into an OPERATIONAL-
MODE or other specified applicability condition takes precedence over the ASME

; , ibiler and Pressure Vessel Code provision which allows pumps to be tested up to
one week after return to normal operation. And for example, the Technical

;

Specification definition of OPERABLE does not grant a grace period before a
device that is not capable of performing its specified function is declared ,

inoperable and takes precedence over the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code :

prevision which allows a valve to be incapable of performing its specified
function for up to 24 hours before being declared inoperaole.,

.
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4.0.4 This specification establishes the requirement that all applicable
surveillances must be met before entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other condition of
operation specified in the Applicability statement. The purpose of this specification
is to ensure that system and component OPERABILITY requirements or parameter limits
are met before entry into a MODE or condition for which these systems and components
ensure safe operation of the facility. This provision applies to changes in
OPERATIONAL MODES or other specified conditions associated with plant shutdown as
well as startup.

Under the provisions of this slecification, the applicable Surveillance
Requirements inust be performed within the. specified surveillance interval to ensure
that the Limiting Conditions for Operation are met during initial plant startup or

.following a plant outage.

When a shutdown is required to comply with ACTION requirements, the
provisions of Specification 4.0.4 do not apply because this would delay placing the
facility in a lower MODE of operation.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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3/4 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AN7 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

3/4.0 APPLICABILITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.0.1 Compliance with the Limiting Conditions for Operation contained in the
succeeding specifications is required during the OPERATIONAL tiODES or other
conditions specified therein; except that upon failure to meet the Limiting
Conditions for Operation, the associated ACTION requirements shall be met.

3.0.2 Noncompliance with a specification shall exist when the requirements of
the Limiting Condition for Operation and associated ACTION requirements are not
met within the specified time intervals. If the Limiting Condition for
Operation is restored prior to expiration of the specified time intervals,
completion of the ACTIUN requirements is not reouired.

3.0.3 When a Limiting Condition for Operation is not* met, except as provided
in the associated ACTION requirements, within one hour ACTION shall be initiated
to place the unit in a MODE in which the specification does not apply by

,
olacing it, as aoplicable, in:

l '. At least HOT STAND 3Y within the next 6 hours.
2. At least HOT SHUTOOWN within the following 6 hours, and
3. At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours.

Where corrective measures are completed tha,t permit operatien under the ACTION
requirements, the ACTION may be taken in accordance with the specified time
limits as measured from the time of failure to meet the Limiting Condition for
Operation. Exceptions to these requirements are stated in the individual
specifications.

tr> nto an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condit
566 be made unless t o ions of the Limiting Condi peration are met

.

n e t.ia -t TION requiren,ents. Thislil5 c r f without reliance on provis on *
'

provision shall not prevent _assegrThro p TIONAL MODES as required to
.,[ n comply with equ ts. Exceptions to these equifJLments are stated

'g in ,t,hg iM specifications.h

'

'3.0.5 When a system, subsystem, train, component or device is determined to
be inoperable solely because its emergency power source is inoperable, or
solely because its normal power source is inoperable, it may be considered
OPERABLE for the purpose of satisfying the requirements of its applicable
Limiting Condition for Operat< ion, provided: (1) its corresponding normal or
emergency power source is OPERABLE; and (2) all of its redundant system (s),
subsystem (s), train (s), component (sl and device (s) are OPERABLE. or likewise
satisfy the requirements of this specification. Unless both conditions (1)
and (2) are satisfied within 2 hours. ACTION shall be initiated to place the
unit in a fiODE in which the applicable Limiting Condition for Operation does
not apply by placing it, as applicable, in:

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 0-1 Amendment No. 52
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3.0.4 Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition shall not be
made when the conditions for the Limiting Conditions for Operation are not met and the
associated ACTION requires a shutdown if they are not met within a specified time
interval. Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or specified condition may be made in
accordance with ACTION requirements when conformance to them permits continued
operation for an unlimited period of time. This provision shall not prevent passage
through or to OPERATIONAL MODES as required to comply with ACTION requirements.
E.=.ceptions to these requirements are stated in the individual specifications,



APPLICABILITY
. - -

Litt! TING CONDIT20N FOR OpERAT20N

1. At least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours.
2. At least HOT SHUTDOWN within the fc11owing 6 heure, and
3. At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours.

,

This specification is not applicable in MODES 5 or 6.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

4 . 0.1 Surveillance Requirements shall be applicable during the OPERATIONAL
NODES or other conditions specified for individual Limiting Conditions for
Operation unless otherwise stated in an individual Surveillance Requirement.

4.0.2 Each Surveillance Requirement shall be performed within the specified
time interval with:

A maximum allowable extension not to exceed 25% of the surveillancea.
interval, and

The combined time interval for any 3 consecutive surveillance intervalsb.
not to exceed 3.25 times the specified surveillance interval.

Sed erform a Surveillance Requirement withjin t (

ice stt interval shall const ure to meet the AAH tTTY requirements for a
Limiting Condition for Operation. A to these requirements are stated

6 in the individual 44 Surveillane ts do nnt have to be..i a
.

g perfomeggniaope e equipment.

Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition shall not4.0.4
be made unless the Surveillance Requirement (s) associated with the Limf ting
Condition for Operation have been parformed within the stated surveillance

^55^$8interval or as otherwise specified. This provi>/on shah not pre * nt [ ire,mssts.Js ACT|oN eeptheo4 oeto OPERATICNAL H0 DES as rep \ red k comply
4.0.5 Surveillance Requirements for inservice inspection and testing of ASME
Code Class 1. 2 and 3 components shall,be applicable as follows:
.

Inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1. 2 and 3 components anda.
inservice testing of ASME Code Class 1, 2 and 3 pumps and valves
shall be performed in accordance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code and apolicable Addenda as required by
10 CFR 50. Section 50.55a(g). except where specific written relief
has been granted by the Cornmission pursuant to 10 CFR 50. Section
50.55a(g)(6)(i).

Surveillance intervals specified in Section XI of the ASME Boilerb.
and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda for the inservice. '

inspection and testing activities required by the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda shall be applicable as |

follows in these Technical Specifications: |
*

'

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 0-2 Amendtrent No. 52
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4.0.3 Failure to perform a Surveillance Requirement within the allowed surveillance
interval, defined by Specification 4.0.2, shall constitute noncompliance with the
OPERABILITY requirements for a Limiting Condition for Operation. The time limits of
the ACTION requirements are applicable at the time it is identified that a Surveil-
lance Requirement has not been performed. However, this time of applicability may be
delayed for up to 24 hours to permit the completion of the surveillance when the
allowable outage time limits of the ACTION requirements are less than 24 hours or a
shutdown is required to comply with ACTION requirements, as in Specification 3.0.3.
Surveillance Requirements do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment.

.

b

d.

.

t

I
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INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

An OPERABLE quadrant symmetric incere detector segment group shall consist of0
a minimum of three OPERABLE rhodium incore detector segments in 90 symmetric
fuel assemblies.

APPLICABILITY: When the incore detection system is used for:
..

Monitoring the'AZIMITHAL POWER TILT,a.

b. Recalibration of the excore neutron flux detection system, or

Monitoring the UNR000E0 PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTOR, the UNR000E0c.
INTEGRATED RADIAL PEAXING FACTOR, or the linear heat rate.

ACTION:

With the incore detection system inoperable, do not use the system for the
above applicable monitoring or calibration functions. The provisions of

* ' specification 3.0.3 4M4M are not applicable.p *

SURVEILLANCE REOUIRENENTS

The incere detection system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:4.3.3.2
I

By performance of a CHANNEL CHECK within 24 hours prior.to its usea. and at least once per 7 days thereafter when required for:

1. Monitoring the AZIMlfiMAL POWER TILT.

2. Recalibration of the excore neutron flux detection system.

Monitoring the UNR000ED PLMAR RADIAL PEAXING FACTOR, the3.
UNR000ED IKTEGRATED RADIAL PEAXING FACTOR, or the linear heat
rate. >

b. At least once per Refueling Interval by performance of a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION operation which exempts the neutron detectors but
includes all electronic components. The neutron detectors shall
be calibrated prior to installation in the reactor core.

.

Amendment No. J4.111
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INSTRUMENTATION .

SEIEMIC INSTRUMENTATION

~

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
!

*

|'

3.3.3.3 The seismic monitoring instrumentation shown in Table 3.3-7 i

| shall be OPERABLE.
<

,.

APPLICABILITY: At all times. ,

!
ACTION:1

,

! a. With one or more seismic monitoring instruments inoperable for .

more than 30 days, prepare and submit a Special Report to the
*

-

Comission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within the next 10
; days outlining the cause of the malfunction and the plans for|

i restoringtheinstrument(s)toOPERABLEstatus, j

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3-and 3.0A are not ,

applicable.,

,

1 v -

f SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMINTS

!. i

| 4.3.3.3.1 Each of the above seismic monitoring instruments shall be -

j demonstrated OPERABLE by the perfonnance of the CHANNEL CHECX, CHANNEL ,

CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operations at the frequencies !
j !

shown in Table 4.3-4.4

i
*

!
,

4.3.3.3.2 Each o'f the above seismic monitoring instruments actuated i

during a seismic event shall be restored to OPERA 8LE status within 24 ,

i
hours and a CHANNEL CALIBRATION performed within 5 days following the !

'

3 seismic event. Data shall be retrieved from actuated instrunents and
r

analyzed to determine the magnitude of the vibratory ground motion. A i
| Special Report shall be prepared and submitted to the Comission pursuant
i

|
to Specification 6.9.2 within 10 days describing the magnitude, frequency

* -

spectrum and resultant effect upon facility features important to |
,

j safety.
,

'

1 .

. .

|

4 . :

j v I

I
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INSTRUMENTATION

METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION ,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION,

.

1

3.3.3.4 The meteorological monitoring instrumentation channels shown in
: Table 3.3-8 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICA81LITY: At all times,<

,
. ACTION:

With one or more required meteorological monitoring channel'si a.
inoperable for more than 7 days, prepare and submit a Special
Report to the Connission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2
within the next 10 days outlining the cause of the malfunction
and the plans for restoring the channel (s) to OPERABLE status.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 : d 3.0.4-are not
4

![ applicable. (
]
: N--

I

i
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

___

!

4.3.3.4 Each of the above meteorological monitoring instrumentation4

channels shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the
CHANNEL CHECK and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations at. the frequencies

i

! shown in Table 4.3-5.
*

.

4

.

.

.

. .

I

s
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INSTRUMENTATION*

|

# FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION )
1

LIMIT!NG CONDITION FOR OPERATION-

3.3.3.7 As a minimum, the fire detection instrumentation for each fire detection
zone shown in Table 3.3-11 shall be OPERABLE..

APPLICABILITY: Whenevel equipment in that fire detection zone is required to be
OPERABLE.

ACTION _:
,

.

With one or more of the fire detection instrument (s) shown in Table 3.3-11
inoperable:

Within'l hour establish a fire watch patrol to inspect the zone (s) .

a.
with the inoperable instrument (s) at least once per hour, unless
the instrument (s) is located inside the contaircaent, then inspect
the containment at least once per 8 hours or monitor the contain-
ment air temperature at least once per hour at the locations listed '
in Specification 4.6.1.5% or unless the instrument (s) is located
in fire detection zones equipped with automatic wet pipe sprinkler
systems alarmed and supervised to the Control Room, then within 1
hour and at least per 24 hours ther,eaf ter, inspect the zone (s) with
inoperable instruments and verify that the automatic sprinkler

g system, including the water flow altym-and supervisory system, is-

operable by channel functional test.-

b. Restore the inoperable instrument (s) to OPERABLE status within
|14 days or prepare and submit a Special Report to the Cormiission

pursuant to Specification 6:9.2 within the next 30 days outlining
the action taken, the cause of the inoperability and the plans-

and schedule for restoring the instrument (s) to OPERABLE status.

The provisions of Specifica.tions 3.0.3.and-4,0,4-are not applicable.
c.

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.).7.1 At least once per 6 months, at least 25% of the above required fire
detection instruments which are accessible during plant operation shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Detectors .
selected for testing shall be selected on a rotating basis such that all

.

detectors will be tested over a two year period. If in any detection zone
there are less than four detectors, at least one different detector in that
zone shall be tested every six months. For each detector found inoperable
during functional testing, at, least an additional 10". of all detectors or 10
detectors, whichever is less, shall also be tested. Fire detectors which are *,,

inaccessible during plant operation shall be demonstrated OPERA 0LC by the ,g performance of a CHANNEL FUtiCTI0llAL TEST during each COLD SHUTOOWN exceeding
24 hours unless performed during the previous six months.

' CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 3/4 3-43 Amendment No. 77, /J. 75
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INSTRUMENTATION-

RADIOACTIVE CASEOUS EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

*

3.3.3.9 The radioactive gaseous effluent monitorin
Table 3.312 shall be CPERABLE with their alarm /g instrumentation dannels shown intrip setpoints set to ensure that the
limits of Specification 3.!!.2.1 are not exceeded. The ajarm/ trip setpoints of these
channels shall be determined and adjusted in accordance with the methodology and
parameters in the ODCM.

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3-12

ACTION:

With a radioactive gaseous effluent monitoring Instrumentation channela.
alarm / trip setpoint less conservative than required by the above
Speel*Jeation, without delay suspend the release of radioactive gaseous
efflue.its mon!Tored by the affected channel, or declare the channel'

Inoperable, or change the setpoint so it is acceptably conservative.,

> b. .With less than, the minimum number of radioactive gaseous effluent
monitoring Instrumentation channels OPERABLE, take the ACTION shown in %Table 3.3-12 Exert best efforts to return the Instruments to OPERABLE
status within 30 days and, if unsuccessful, explain in the next Semlannual, .

Radioactive Effluent Release Report why the Inoperabiljty was not'

corrected in a timely manner.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.34nd-3.0.4-are not applicable.c.

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS -

.

4.3.3.9 Each radioactive gaseous eifluent monitoring instrumentation channel shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, SOURCE CHECK,
CHANNEL ' CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operations at the

~

. frequencles shova in Table 4.3-1L

'

.

.
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INSTRUMENTATION

RADICACTIVE LIQUID EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTAT10N

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

.. .L
3.3.3.10 The radoactive liquid effluent monitoring instrumentation channels shown in
Table 3.3-13 shall be OPERABLE with their alarm / trip setpoints set to ensure that the
limits of Specification 3.11.1.1 are not exceeded. The alarm / trip setpoints of these
channels shall be determined and adjusted in accordance with the methodology and
parameters in the OFF5ITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL (ODCM).

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. With a radoactive liquid effluent monitoring instrumentation channel3
alarm / trip setpoint less conservative than required by the above
specification, without delay suspend the release of radioactive liquideffluents monitored by the affected channel, or declare the channel

. . ~ . inoperable, or change the serpoint so it is acceptably conservative.
: ,

.

h.
With less than the minimum number of radoactive liquid eifluent monitoring
Instrumentation channels OPERABLE, take the ACTION shown In Table 3.3--
13. Exert best efforts to return the instruments to OPERABLE status within

..

30 days and, if unsuccessfu4 explain in the next Semlannual Radoactive
.

Efiluent Release Report why the Inoperability was not corrected in a timelymanner.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and-3.04are not app!! cable.c.

$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS .

4.3.3.10 Each radoactive liquid effluent monitoring instrumentat[on channel shall bef- demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, SOURCE CHECX,.CHANNEL
'

CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operations at tef requencies shown in Table 4.312.
.

.
.

| '
;

|
'

1

,

t
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.9 SEALED SOURCE CONTAMINATION

.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.9.1 Each sealed source containing radioactive material either in-

.

excess of 100, microcuries of beta.and/or ganna emitting material or
*5 microcuries of alpha emitting material shall be free of > 0.005

~

microcuries of removable contamination. .
,

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:
.

a. Each sea' led source with removable contamination in excess of
the above limit shall be immediately withdrawn from use and:

1. Either decontaminated and repaired, or
.

2. Disposed of in accordance with Com-ission Regulatiens.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.'-are not appli-
cable. -

;

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

4.7.9.1.1 Test Recuirements. - Each sealed source shall be tested for.

leakage and/or contamination by:
.

a. The licensee, or

b. Other persons specifically authorized by the Commission or an
'

Agreement State. ,,

The test method shall have a detection sensitivity of at least 0.005
microcuries per test sample.

, ,...

Test Freouoncies - Each category of sealed sources (excludingi4.7.9.1.2startup sources and f'ssion detectors previously subjected to core flux)
shall be tested at the frequencies described below,

tSources in use - At least once per six months for all sealeda.
sources containing radioactive material:

'

i
:
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PLANT SYSTEMS .
,

'

3/4.7.11 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS

FIRE SUPPRESSION WATER SYSTEM
'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.11.1 The fire suppression water system shall be OPERABLE with:

a. Two high pressure pumps, each with a capacity of 2500 spm, witn
their discharge aligned to .the fire suopression header,

b. Two water supplies, each, with a minimum contained volume of
300,000 gallons, and

.

c. An OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the Pretreated.

Water Storage Tanks Numbers 11 and 12 and transferring the water
through distribution piping with OPERABLE sectionalizing control
or isolation valves to the yard hydrant curb valves and the first
valve ahead of the water flow alarm device on each sprinkler, hv e
standpipe or spray system riser required to be OPERABLE per
Specifications 3. 7.11. 2, 3. 7.11.4, a nd 3. 7.11. 5. |

.-

APPLICASTLITY: At all times.
,

i ACTION _: . ..
. -- .

a. With one pump and/or one water supply inoperable, restore the
inoperable equipment to OPERABLE status within 7 days or prepare,

and submit a Special Report to the Cormiission pursuant to Speci-
fication 6.9.2 within the next 30 days outlining the plans and,

.
.

procedures to be used to provide for the loss'of redundancy in ;

this system. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 -and 3.0.t-
are not applicable. -

.

b. With the fire suppression water system otherwise inoperable:-

1. Estabiish a backup fire suppression water system within
24 hours, and ;.

1

2. Submit a Special Report in accordance with Specification 6.9.2: |

\ a) By telephone within 24 hours,

b) Confirmed by telegraph, mailgram or facsimile transmission
'no later than the first working day following the event,
and

c) In writing within 14 days folicwing the event, outif riing the
action taken, the cause of the inoperability and the' plans.

| and schedule for restoring the system to OPEPABLE status.{
\ CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 3/4 7-58 Amendment No. D , 97, 75
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PLANT SYSTEM.5

50:l v aND/OR SoRINC !: Sv5TEWS

pfTINGCONDITIONFOROPERATION

3.7.11.2 The spray and/or sprinkler systems shown in Table 3.7 5 shall be
OPERABLE:

E APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment in the spray / sprinkler protected areas is
required to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

a, With one or more of the required spray and/or sprinkler systems
inoperable, within one hour establish a continuous fire watch with
backup fire suppression equipment for those areas in which redun' dant
safe shutdown systems or components could be damaged; for other
areas, establish an hourly fire watch patrol. Restore the syster,to
OPERA 8LE status within 14 days or prepare and submit a 5;acial
Report to the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within the
next 30 days outlining the action takt , the cause of the-

inoperability and the plans and schedule ferrestoring the system to'
'

OPERABLE status,

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 :nd 2.0.0 are not applicable.
.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.11.2 Each of the above required spray and/or sprinkler systems shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

.

At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual.a.
power operated or automatic') in the flow path, not locked, sealed ori

otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position,
;

! b. At least once per 12 months by cycling each valve in the flow path |
r

| through at least one complete cycle of full travel.
1
- c. At least once per 18 months

*
*

i

; 1. By performing a system functional test which includes
simulated automatic actuation of the system, and verifying
that the automatic valves in the flow path actuate to their

j correct positions on a simulated test signal.
!

i
.

i

.

4
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3.7.11.3 Tme f:110 d ng walen syste s sna11 te DDERA5LE .it . tne st:"a;e
. tanks na<in; at least 95t c' 'sil enarge weignt (or level) anc 9;; of fuit.

cnarge pressare.
Catle s: reading rooms total flood system, and associated verticala.

. .

'. ca:1e enase 1C. Unit 2.'

'

:. 4 6; volt switengear roo s 27 & 45" alevation Unit 2.

A LICAS:L:Ev : Whenever equipment protected by the Halon system is reevired
.

,

to :e OPERAi.E.
e

ACT*0N:
'!With bcth tne crimary and backuD Halen systems protecting the areasa.

ino:erable, within one hour establisn an tourly fire watth with
tackup fire suceression equipment for those areas crotected by the
ine:erable Halon system. Restore the system to OPERA!LE status
witnin la days or precare and submit a Specia' Report to the'

Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 wit.in the next 30 days
outlining tne action taken, the cause of the inoperatility'and the
plans and schecule for restoring the system to OPERASLE statss.

,

b. Tne provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and-3.0.0 are not applicatie.
.

: : SURVE*LLANCE REDVIREWENTS
. .

1 e

4.7.11.3 Each of the above required Halon systems shall be demonstrated'
,

!; OPERASLE:

At least once per 31 days by verifying that ,each valve (manual,
.,

.: a.
;; power operated or automatic) in the flow path is in its correct
'' position. .

b. At least one.s per 6 months by verifying Halon storage tank weight

|
(level) and pressure,

!At least once per 12 months by performing a vitual inspection ofc.
the nozzle (s) and visible flow paths for obstructions.

d. At least'once per 18 months by verifying the system, including
associated ventilation dampers and fire door release mechanisms,
actuate' manually and automatically, upon receipt of a simulateds

iactuation signal, and
!Following completion of major maintenance or modifications on thee.

system (s), within 72 hours by performance of a flow test through
headers and nozzles to assure no blockage. .

.

CALVERT OLIFFS UNIT 2 3/4 7 ,4 Amendment No. JJ . A3, 71.JWV , gp ;
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plant SYSTEWS

riGE HOSE STATIONS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPER.att0N

3.7.11,4 The fire hose stations shown in Tabic 3.7 6 shall be OPERABLE.

ADDLICA8ftltv: Whenever equipment in the areas protected by the fire hose
stations is required to be OPERABLE.

EllM:.

a. With one or more of the fire hese stations shown in Table 3.7 6
*

inoperable, route an additional equivalent capacity fire host'to the
unprotected area (s) from an OPERABLE hose station within I hour.
Restore the fire hose station (s) to 0PERABLE status within 14 days
or prepare and submit a Special Report to the Comission pursuant to
Specification 6.9.2 within the next 30 days outlining the action
taken, the cause of the inoperability and the plans and schedule for
restoring the fire hose station (s) to OPER.43LE status.

.

b. The provision of Specification 3.0.3 e d 3.0.'=are not applicable.

E,RVElllM CE t!0UIREMEWTS
i

4 7.11.4 Each ot' the fire hose stations shown in Table 3.7 6 shall be'

demonstrated OPERABLE;

4. At least once ptr 31 days by visual inspection of the station to
assure all required equipment is at the station. Hose stationsi

located in the containment shall be visually inspected on each
scheduled reactor shutdown, but not more frequently than every 31 ,

days.

b. Atleast.onceper18monthsforhosestationilocatedoutsidethe
containment and once per refueling interval for hose stations inside
the containment by:

,

1. Removing the hose for inspection and re racking, and

2. Replacement of all degraded gaskets in couplings.
.

i

! c. At least once per 3 years for hose stations located outside the
containme.it and once per refueling interval for hose stations inside
the containment by:

1. Partially opening each hose station valve to verify valve
CPERABILITY and no flow blockage,

i 2. Conducting a hose hydrostatic test at a pressure at least 50
! psig greater that the maximum pressure available at that'
|

hose station or replacement with a new hose.
r

i
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PLRNT SYSTEMS,*
.

. .

YARD FIRE HYORANTS A';0 Hv RANT HOSE HOUSES

LIMITING CONOIT!CN FOR OPERATICN

'

3:7:11.5 TNe follcaing yard fire hydrants and associated hydrant hose hcuses
shall be OPERABLE.

APDLICABILIT1: Whenever equip?.ent in the areas protected by the yard fire
hydrants is required to be OPERABLE.

a. f 6 yard hydrant and associated hydrant hose house, which provides
primary protection for Unit 2 RWT blockhouse.

b. #7 yard hydrant and associated hydrant hose hcuse, which provides
primary protection for Unit 1 RWT 01ockhouse.

: ACTION:
.

a. With one or rcre of the yard fire hydrants er associated tydrant
hose hcuses ir. operable, within 1 hcur have sufficient additicr.31
1eng*hs of 2-1/2 inch dia:Ater hese located in an acf acent CFE:.A!LE-

hydrant hcie house to *;revide sarvice to the unprotected area (s) if
the inopecable fire h d aant or associated hydrant hese house is 'thef
primary means of fire su;;ression. .Restere the hydrant or hose
hcuse to OPERABLE status within la days or prepare and submit a

,

Special 'Rt; ort to the Cenmissien purs.aa5: to Specification S.9.2't
within the next 30 days outlining the action taken, the cause of
the inoperability, and t7e plans and schedule for restorir.g the'

hydrant or hose house to OPERABLE status.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0. are not applicable. -

b.

'URVEILLANCE RECUIREMENTS
.

4.7.11.5 Each of the yard fire hydrants and associated hydrant hose houses
shall be demonstrated CPERABLE: ,

.

a. At least once.per 31 days by visual inspection of the hydrant hose
house to assure all required equipment is at the hose house.

b. At least onqe per 6 months (once during March. April or May and ,

once during September, October or November) by visually inspecting
each yard fire hydrant and verifying that the hydrant barrel is dry
and that the hydrant is not damaged.

| -
.
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.

PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.12 PENETRAi!ON FIRE BARRIERS

LIMIT!NF CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

3.7.12 All fire barrier penetrations (i.e., cable penetration barriers, fire-
doorg and fire dampers), in fire zone boundaries, protecting safe shutdown
areas shall be OPERABLE.

APPLIC)BILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a .' With one or more of the above required fire barrier penetrations
inoperable within one hour either estabitsh a continuous fire
watch on at least one side of the affected penetration, or verify
the OPERABILITY of fire detectors on at least one side of the
inoperable fire barrier and establish an hourly fire watch patrol;
or verify the operability of automatic sprinkler systems (including
the water flow alarm and supervisory system) on both sides of the.

inoperable fire barrier. Restore the inoperable fire barrier
penetration (s) to operable status within 7 days or prepare and
submit a Special Report to the Commission pursuant to Specifica-
tion 6.9.2 within the next 30 days outlining the action taken,.

the cause of the inoperable penetration and plans and senedule
for restoring the fire barrier penetration (s) to operable status.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.'- are not applicable.
b.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.12 Each of the above required fire barrier penetrations shall be verified
to be OPERABLE:

,

a. At least once per 18 months by a visual inspection,

b. Prior to returning a fire barrier penetration to functional status
following repairs or maintenance by performance of a visual inspec-
tion of the affected fire barrier penetration (s).

-
\

,

.

.
*

|
.
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3/4.11 R ADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS -

LIOUID EFFLUENTS
*

, CONCENTRATION

LIMITING CCNDITION FOR OPER ATION !
..

~am

3.!!.1.1 The concentration of radioactive material released in liquid effluents to
UNRESTRICTED AREAS shall be limited to the concentrations specified in 10 CFR Part
20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 2 for radionuclides other than dissolved or entrained
noble gases.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.
.

ACTION: *
;

e.a. .. With the concentration of radioactive material released in liquid effluents to
- .o. 4 '

UNRESTRICTED AREAS exceeding the above limits, without delay restore
the concentration to within the above limits. ;

y

b. The provis!w c.i 4n dilcations 3.0J - ' ' ^ * are not applicable. ;, , ,
,

i

SURVElLLANCE REQUIREMENTS t

4.11.1.1.1 Radioactive liquid wastes shall be sampled and analyzed according to the
sampling and analysis program of Table 4.!!-1.

4.!!.1.1.2 The results of the radioactivity analyses shall be used in accordance with the' L<

methodology and parameters in the ODCM to assure that the concentrations at the point t

of release are maintained within the limits of Specification 3.11.1.1.. . . . . . .
.

-
,

4

i

,

!.

!
. >

!
i

;

;
i

i
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

DOSE

I LIMITING CCNDITION FOR OPERATION

!

3.11.1.2 The dose or dose commitment to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC fr'ott$ radioactive
materials in liquid offluents released to UNRESTRICTED AREA 5 shall be limited: '

a. During any calendar quarter to less than or equal to .1.0 mrems to the total -

body and to less than or equal to 10 mrems to any organ, and

b. During any calendar year to less than or equal to 6 mroms to the total body
and to less than or equal to 20 mrems to any crgan.

APPLICABILITY: At all timep>

,

ACTION:

a." With the calculated dose from the release of radioactive materials in liquid [
effluents exceeding any of the above limits, prepare and submit to the M ;
Commission within 30 days t to Speelfication 6.9.2 a Special Report

*
'

that identilles the ca for exceeding the 11mit(s),and defines the ,
,

.,

corrective actions that have been taken to reduce the releases and the
Feposed corrective actions to be taken to assure that subsequent releases
will be in compliance with the above limits. ,

'

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and-3.0.4 are not applicable.
|

.

SURVEfLLANCE REQUIREMENTS *

4.11.1.2 Monthly cumulative dose contributions from liquid effluenis for the current -

calendar quarter and the current calendar year sha!! be determined in accordance witht 4.

I the methodology and parameters in the ODCM at least once per 60 days.
!

4

l ;

i !

,

| I
.

!
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RAO!OACTIVE EFFLUENTS

L!OUID RADTASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPER ATION '

3.!!.1J The Uquid radwaste treatment system shall be used to reduce tM radioactive
materials In liquid wastes prior to their discharge when the calculated doses due to the
liquid effluent to UNRESTRICTED AREAS exceeds 0J4 mrem to the total body or 1.20
mram to any organ in a 92 day period.

APPLICABitfTY: At all times.

ACTION:

With radioactivg11guld waste being discharged without treatment and ina.

excess of the ab6ve limits, prepare and submit to the Commisalon within 30
,

days pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 a Specla! Report that includes the
following information:

1. Explanation of why 11guld radwaste was being discharged without "
treatment, identification af any inoperable equipment or subsystems,

.

and the reason for the Inoperah!Mty,,

.
,

2. Action (s) taken to restore the Inoperable equipment to OPERABLE
status, and

3. Summary description of action (s) taken to prevent a recurrence.

b. The provis!cns of Specifications 3.0J4ad4.0.4 are not applicab!4.
.

EEtLLANCE REOtJfREMEN'T5 *

,

4.11.1J Monthly doses tae to IIquid release's to UNRE.5TRICTED AREAS shall be
calculated at least once per 60 days in accordance with the methodology and parameters'
in the ODCM.

.

.

.

*
i

,
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R ADf0 ACTIVE EFFLUP.NTSg.

GASEOUS EFFLUENTS
1

DOSE RATE *

. LIMITING CO,NDITION FOR OPERAT10N !
.. --

'*
..

3.11.2.1 The dose rate due to radioactive materials released in gaseous effluents from
the site to areas at and beyond the SITE BOUNDARY (see Figure 3.1-1) shall be limited
to the followingt

For noble 5ases: Less than or equal to 500 mrems/yr to the total body anda.
less than or equal to 3000 mrems/yr to the skin, and

b. For lodine-131 and for all radionuclides in particulate form with half lives
greater than 4 days: Less than or equal to 1300 mroms/yr to any organ. .

s
APPLICABitmi At all times.

ACTION:

M
With the dose rate (s) exceeding the above limits, without delay restore thea.

. release rate to within the above limit (s).'*
> .

j b. Tne provisions of Speelfications 3.0J and4.0.4-a.e not rpplicable.
i

SyVEILLANCE RE_Q,)1MMENTS

4.11.2.1.1 The dose rate he to noble gases in gaseous affluents shall be determined to'
be. within the abeve limits in accordance with the methodology and parameters in the
ODCM.

'

!

4.11.2.1.2 The den rate due to lodine 131 and au radionuclides in particulate form with ;
half lives greater than 8 days in gaseous effluents shall be determined to be within the |

' " - -

above limits M accordance with the methodology and parametars in the ODCM by >
ohmining representative mamples and performing analyses in accordance with the -

sampling and analysis program specL' led in Table 4.11-2.

.

4

|*

J; ..

i

1
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

DOSE - NOBLE M

LIMITING CONDIT1CN FOR OP3R ATION

,..i
3.11.2.2 The air dose due to not,le gases released in gaseous effluents to areas at and
beyond the $1TE BOUNDARY (see Figure 3.1-1) shall be limited to the followings

a. During any calendar quarter: Less than or equal to 10 mrads for gamma' *

radiation and less than or equal to 20 mrads for beta radiation and,,

b. During any calendar years Less than or equal to 20 mrads for gamma
radiation and less than or equal to 40 meads for beta radiation.

APPLICABILfTY: At all times.

ACTION:

With the calculated air dose from radioactive noble gases in gaseousa.
offluents exceeding any of the above 11mits, prepare and submit to the %

~ Commission within 30 days, pursuant to Specification 6.9J, a Special Report -

that identifies the cause(s) for exceeding the limit (s) and defines the -..

corrective actions that have been taken to reduce the releases and the' ~*

proposed corrective actions to be taken to assure that subsequent releases
i will be in compliance with the above litnits.

'

| b. The previsions of Speelilcations 3.0JendMare not applicable.
,

SURVEILL ANCE REOUTREMENTS -

| 4.11.2.2 Monthly cumulative dess contributions for the current calendar quarter and; current calendar year, for noble gases shall be determined in accordance with the
; methodology and parameters in the CDCM at least once per 60 days.

-

,

i
,

i

!

1 .

.
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C RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

DOSE -IODINE.131 AND RADIONUCLIDES IN PARTICULATE FORM '

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
,,

..:.
.> 3.11.2.3 The dose to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from lodine-131 and all radlonuclides
! In particulate form with half lives greater than 8 days in gaceous effluents released to.

areas at and beyond the SITE SOUNDARY (see Figure 3.1-1) shall be limited to the
followings

a. During any calendar quarter: Less than or equal to 13 mrems to any organ
and,

b. During any calendar years Less than or equal to 30 mrems to any organ.

' Less than 0.196 gf the limits of 3.ll.2.3(a) and (b) as a result of bumingc.
contaminated olk

'

,

i

'
APPLICABILITY: At all times.

m
j ACDON:

'
'

a. With the calculated dose from the release of lodine-131 and radionuclides in
particulate form with half lives greater than 8 days, in gaseous effluents I

exceeding any of the above limits, prepare and submit to the Commission
within 30 days, pursuant to 3pecification 6.9.2, a 5pecla! Report that
identifies the cause(s) for escaeding the limit and defines the corrective
actions that have been taken to reduce the releases and the proposed

,
'

corrective actions to be taken to assure that subsequent releases will be in
cornpliance with the above limits. .

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.34nd4.0.4-are not applicabic.-

,

$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

! 4.!!J.3 Monthly cumulative dose contributions for the current caleswfar quarter and
! current calendar year fw lodine-131 and radionuclides in paniculate form with half !!ves

greater than 3 days shall be determined in accordance with the methodology and
; parameters in the ODCM at least once per 60 days. .

.

I

;

|
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R AD;OACTIVE EFFLUENTS,.

GASEOUS RADWASTF. TREATMENT SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPER ATION

!
3.!!.2.4 The GASEOUS RADWASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM and the. VENTILATION
EXHAUST TREATMENT SYSTEM shall be used to reduce radioactive materials in
gueous waste prior to their discharge when the gaseous effluent alt doses due to gaseous
effluent releases, to areas at and beyond the SITE BOUNDARY (see Figure 3.1 1)
exceeds 1.20 mrad for gamma radiation and 2.4 mrad for beta radiation in a 92 dayperiod.

The VENTILATION EXHAUST TREATMENT SYSTEM shall be used te reduce
radioactive materials in gaseous vaste prior to the!r discharge when the calculated doses
due to gaseous effluent releases, to arou at and beyond the 5ITE BOUNDARY (see

'

Figure 3.1-1) exceeds 1.8 mrem to any organ in a 92 day period.

_AFPLICABILYTY: At all times.
'_ ACTION:

With gaseous waste being discharged without treatment and in excess of thea.

above iltnits, prepare and submit to the Commlaston within 30 days, pursuant
to Specification 6.9.2, a Special Report that includes the followinginiormation:

1. Explanation of why gaseous radwaste was being discharged without
treatment, Identification of any !noperable equipment or subsystems,
and the reason for the Inoperability,

2. Action (s) taken to restore the Inoperable equipment to OPERABLE
status, and -

3. Sumnwy description of action (s) taken to prevent a recurrence.

b.. Tlw provialons of 5pecificatiens 3.0 3W.M are not applicable.., ,

'

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUTREMENT$
,

4.11.2.4 Monthly doses due to gaseous releases shall be calculated at least once per 60 t

days in accordance with the methodology and parameters in the ODCM.
'

!

.

I
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C
R ADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

EXPLOSIVE GAS MIXTURE (Hydrogen rich systems not designed to withstand a
hydrogen explosion)

,

.

LIMITING CONDmON FOR OPER ATION
..

3.Al.2.5 The concentration of oxygen in the waste su holdup system shall be limited to lles: than or equal to 4% by volume.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION:

With the concentration of oxygen in a waste gas decay tank greater than 4%a.
by volume immediately suspend all additions of wasta gases to that tank and '

reduce the concentratjon of oxygen to less than or equal to 4% by volume
without delay.

b. The provisions of Speelfications 3.0J and4.0.+are not app!! cable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

, _

4.11.2.3 The concentrations of oxygen in the waste gas holdup system shall be '

determined to be within the above limits by the sampling program described in Table
4.11-2.

,

.

.

.

.

%

.

.

:

i
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R ADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

GAS STORAGE TANK $

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPER ATION

3.!!.2.6 The quantity of radioactivity contained in each gas storage tank sh!! be limited
to less than or equal to 38,300 curies noble gases (considered as Xe-133). . .

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

With the quantity of radioactive materialin any gas storage tank exceedinga.
the above limit, immediately suspend all add!tions of radioactive material to
that tank and within 44 hours reduce the tank contents to within the limit.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3-end4.0.4 are not app!! cable. *

SURVEILLANCE REQUTREMENTS.
, , , ,

.

4.11.2.6 The quantity of radioactive material contained in the in-service gas storage
tank shall be determined to be within the above limit at least once per 24 hours when the
Reactor Coolant System specille activity ef Xe-133 is greater than ISO uCl/ml.

.

"
-

'

i

.
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1

RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

SOLID RADIOACTIVE WASTE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPER ATION
'

,

.

3.11.3 The solid radwaste program shall be used in accordance with a PROCESS
CONTROL PROGRAM to process wet radioactive wastes to meet shipping and burial
ground requirements.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:
,

With the provisions of the PROCE5S CONTROL PROGRAM noi satisfied,s.
suspend shipments of defectively processed or dtfectively packaged solid
radioactive wast,es from the site.

b. The provlslon of Specifications 3.0.3W-A0.4-are not app!! cable.,

~

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 5 m

,4.!!.3 THE PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM shall be used to verify the.
SOL 101F1 CATION of at least one representative test specimen from at least every tenth-

batch of each type of wet radioactive waste (e.g., filter sludges, spent resins, evaporator
bottoms, boric acid ulutions, and sodlum sulfate solutions).

l

.

v-
.

i

s

.

I

;
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R ADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

TOTAL DOSE
,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION .

3.!!.4 The annual (calendar year) dose or dose commitment to any MEMBER OF THE
PUBLIC due to releases of radioactivity and to radiation from uranium fuePeycle sources
shall be !!mited to less than or equal to 23 mrems to the total body or any organ, except
the thyrold, which shall be limited to less than or equal to 73 mrems.

,

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION: i

With the calculated doses from the release of radioactive materials in !! quida.
or gaseous effluents exceeding twice the limits of Specification 3.!!.l.2.a.
3.11.1.2.b, 3.!!.2.2.a 3.!!.2.2.b, 3.!!.2J.a, or 3.!!.2.3.b, calculations sha!!
be made includin;; direct radiation contributions from the reactor units and ,

outside storage tanks to determine whether the abovo limits of Specification
: 3.11.4 have beda exceeded. If such is the case, prepare and submit to the

.-
!

Commission within 30 days, pursuant to Specification 6.9.2, a Specla! Report
-

that defines the corrective action to be taken to reduce subsequent releases
to prevent recurrence of exceeding the above limits and includes the

| schedule for achieving conformance with the.above limits. This Specla
Report, as defined in 10 CFR Part 20.403c, shall include an analysis that-

estimates the radiation exposure (dose) to 3 MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from
uranium fuel cycle sources, including C effluent pathways and direct
radiation, for the calendar year that includes the release (s) covered by this
report. It shall also describe levels of radiation and concentrations of.

radioactive materla! Involved, and the cause of the exposure levels or
concentrations. li the estimated dose (s) exceeds the above limits, and if the
release condition resulting in violation of 40 CFR Part 190 has not already-
been corrected, the Specla! Report shall include a request for a variance in,

accordance with the provalons of 40 CFR Part 190. Submittal of the report,

.y - is considered a timely request, and a variance is granted until staff action on
'

> the request is complete.-
*

:

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and AG.&are not applicable.

j .5URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
#

4.!!.4.1 Cumulative dose contributions from liquid and gaseous effluents shall be
determined in accordance with Spes:1fications 4.!!.!J, 4.!!.2.2, and 4.11J.3, and in
accordance with the methodology and parameters in the ODCM.

I 4.11.4.2 Cumulative done contributions from direct radiation from the reactor units and
outsloe storage tanks shall be determined in accordance with the methodology and

'

marameters in the ODCM. This requirement is applicable ordy under conditions set forth
j n Specification 3.11.4.a. '

|
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.

3/4.12 R ADIOt.OGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

ACT10N: (Continued) !

.

c. With fresh leafy vegetable samples unavailable from one or more of the
,

sample locations required by Table 3.12-1, identify locations for obtaining
replacement samples and add them to the radiological environmental
monitoring program within 30 days. The specific locations from which
samples were mava11able may then be deleted from the monitoring '

program. Pursuant to Specification 6.9.1.7, Identify the cause of the |
unavailability of samples and identify the new location (s) for obtaining the
replacement samples in the next Annual Radiological Environmental
Opers ting Report. I

d. The provlslons of Specifications 3.0J-and4,0,4-are not applicable.

.

SURVEff. LANCE REQUIREMENT 5 --

b*

-

4.12.1. Tne radiological environmental monitoring umples shall be collected pursuant toPu- e s

Table 3.12-1 from the specific locations.given in the table and figure (s) in the ODCM,-

and shall be analyzed pursuant to the requirements of Table 3.12-1 and the detection I

,

capabilities required by table 4.12-1. '

(
*The methodology and parameters used to estimate the potential annual dose to a

; MEMBEll OF THE PUBLIC shall be Indicated in this report.

!

i
-

y. -

..

.

[

L

l

'
.

. -

;

|
t

!
|

|
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3/4.12 _RA.0,1,0t.,0GICAL ENY!RONMENTAL HON!TOMNG

LAND USE CENSUS
.

LIMTTING CONDITION FOR OPER ATION
.

3.12.2 A land use census shtll be conducted and shall identify within a distance of 8 km (3

miles) the location in each of the 9 meteorological sectors of ty(neares;) milk animal, thenearest residence and the nearest garden * of greater than 30 m 300 ft' poducing broad
leaf vegetation. (For elevated releases as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.!!!, Revision 1,
2uly 1977, the land use census shall also identify within a distance of 3 km (3 miles) the
locations in each of the 9 meteorological sectors of all milk animals and all gardens of

2greater than 30 m producing broad leaf vegetation).

APPLICABTLTTY: At all times.
.

ACTION:

a. Tith a land use census identifying a location (s) that yields a calculated dose or.

dose commitment greater than the values currently being calculated in7
Specification 4.!!.2.3, identify the new location (s) in the next Annual.

|
Radiological Environmental Operating Report, pursuant to Specification 6.9.1.7.

b. With a land use censes identifying a location (s) that yields a calculated dose or
i

a commitment (via the same exposure xthway) 20 percent greater than at a<

' ation from which samples are current y(s)being obtained in accordance withecification 3.12.1, add the new location to the radiological envlonmental
,onitoring program within 30 days. The sampling location (s), excluding the

control station location, having the lowest calculated dose or dose
commitment (s), via the same exposure pathway, may be deleted from this
monitoring program af ter October 31 of the year in which this land use census
was conducted. Pursuant to Specification 6.9.1.7, Identify the new location (s) in
the next Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report and also include in
the report a revised flgure(s) and table for the ODCM reflecting the newy_
location (s).-

c. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and4.0.4 are not applicable.
i

' SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS
;
'

4.12.2 The land census shall be conducted during the growing season at least once per 12
months using that information that will provide the best results, such as by a door.to-door
survey, serial survey, or by consulting local agriculture authoritles. The results of the land
use census shall be included in the Annual Radiological Environmental pperating Report
pursuant to 5pecification 6.9.1.7.

* Broad leaf vegetation sampling of at least three different kinds of vegetation may be
performed at the site boundary in each of two dliferent direction sectors with the highest
predicted D/Qs in lieu of the garden census. Specifications for broad leaf vegetation
sampling in Table 3.12-1.4b shall be followed, including analysis of control samples.

,
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.

3/4.12 RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL **MITOR!NGg

INTERLABORATORY COMPARISON PROGR AM
9

LIMmNG CON 0 MON FOR OPER ATION

:
3.12.3 Analyses shall be performed on all radioactive materials, supplied as part of an
Interlaboratory Comparison Program that has been approved by the Commission, that i

correspond to samples required by Table 3.12 1.
.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.
i

ACTION:

a. With analyses not being performed as required above, report the corrective
actions taken to prevent a recurrence to the Commission in the Annual
Radiological Environmental Operating Report pursuant to Specification |
6.9.1.7..

b. The provlslons of Specifications 3.0.3.and4,0.4-are not applicable. j-

!

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENT 5

(

4.12.3 The Interlaboratory Comparlson Program shall be described in the ODCM. A ,

summary of the results obtained as part of the above required Interlaboratory !

Comparison Program shall be included in the Annual Radiological Environmental |
Operating Report pursuant to Spec 111 cation 6.9.1.7.' I

,

,

.

4-
. ..

.

' >

.

!

i

e
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3/4.0 APPL! CAB!t.!TY

BASES

The specifications of this sectior, provide the general requirements
applicable to esch cf the Limiting Conditions for Operation and Surveillance

- Recuirements within Section 3/4. I

3.0.1 This specification defines the applicability of eacn specification
in terms of defined OPERATIONAL MODES or other specified conditions and is ,

provided to delineate specifically when each specification is applicable.
,

! 3.0.2 This specification defines those conditions necessary te constitute ,

g
compliance with the terms of an individual Limiting Conettien for Operation and

[

-

, associated ACTION recuirement.
,

3.0.3 This specification delinettes the ACTION to be taken for circum- ;

' stances not directly provided for in tne ACTION statements and whose occurrence
would violate the intent of the specification. For ex' ample. Specification [
3.5.1 requires each Reactor Coolant System safety injection tank to te OPERABLE .

iland provides explicit ACTION requirements if one safety injection tank is ,'

' j ino pe ra bl e. Under the terms of Soecification 3.0.3, if more inan one safety i;
i njection tank is inocerable. ACTION witnin one hour is recuirec to ir.itiatei.

| unit shutdown and be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 5 hours and in,

' :at least HOT SHUT 00WN within the fellowing 5 hours. As a furtner example.

J '!Scecification 3.5.2.1 recuires two Containment Spray Systems to be OPERABLE !
!and provides explicit ACTION requirements if one spray system is inoperable:

; iUnder the terms of Specification 3.0.3. if bots of the required Centainment ;
'

Soray Systems are inoperable, action within one hour is required to initiate;
,

unit shutdown and be in at least HOT STANDSY within the next 6 hours, in at !'

least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours and in at least COLD SHUTDOWN f
j

in the next 24 hours. it is assumed that the unit is brought to the required [

mode within the required times by promptly initiating and carrying out the !
,

t

{ appropriate ACTION STATEMENT. i

This specification provides that entry into ar OPERATION [M3DMr') 3.0.4
; other cified applicability condition must be made with (4) the fu

comolement required systems, equipment or components OPERA 3 - nd (b) all
'

,

other parameter specified in the Limiting Conditions,fo peration being f

met without regard (foNgg
able deviations and out ervice provisions

,,

; M5ert contained in the ACTION st ements.
t

'' C The intent of this provision is nsure that facility operation is [
u

j

g ,not initiated with either req ad equipme'nbor systems inoperable or other '

| p 'y 'specified limits being exceerd d. !

Exception Qited number of [
specificatjons,s tedhis provision have been provided for awhen startup with inoperable equipment would notN ect plant:

safety /These exceptions are stated in the ACTION statements of the [
!4ppropriate specifications. xu, . J

i
-

| !
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3.0.4 This specification establishes limitations on h10DE changes when a Limiting
Condition for Operation is not met. It precludes placing the facility in a higher '

htODE of operation when the requirements for a Limiting Condition for Operation are not
met and continued noncompliance to these conditions would result in a shutdown to
comply with the ACTION requirements if a change in htODES were permitted.

The purpose of this specification is to ensure that higher h10 DES of
operation are not entered when corrective action is being taken to obtain compliance
with a specification by restoring equipment to OPERABLE status or parameters to
specified limits.

Compliance with ACTION requirements that permit continued operation of the
facility for an unlimited period of time provides an acceptable level of safety for
continued operation without regard to the status of the plant before or after a htODE
change. Therefore, in this case, entry into an OPERATIONAL htODE or other specified

- condition may be made in accordanco with the provisions of the ACTION requirements.
The provisions of this specification should not, however, be interpreted as endorsing
the failure to exercise good practice in restoring systems or components to OPERABLE |
status before plant startup.

When a shutdown is sequired to comply with ACTION requirements, the
provisions of Specification 3.0.4 do not apply because they would delay placing the r

facility in a lower mode of operation.
,
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_

mean that for ore division the emergency power source must be OPERABLE (as must
be the components supplied by the emergency power scurce) and all redundt.nt

, systems, subsystems, trains, comoonents and devices in the c;ner division must
} | be OPMBLE. or likewise satisfy Specification 3.0.5 (i.e. , be capable of

performing their design functions and nave an emergen:y power source OPERABLE).
In other words, both emergency power sources must be OPERABLE and all redundant
systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices in both divisions must

If these conditions are not satisfied, action is required
|

also be ODERABLE.
, in ac:ordance with this specificatica.

In MODES 5 or 6 Specification 3.0.5 is not applicable, and inus the
;I individual ACTION statements for each applicable Limiting Ccndition for 0:eration'

in these fiODES must be adhered to,
,

4.0.1 This specification provices that surveillance activities necessary
, te insure the Limiting Conditions for Operation are met and will be performed:

|| during the OPERATIONAL MODES or other renditions for wnicn the Limiting
;; Conditions for Operation are applicable. Previsions for ad11tional surveillance
}; activities to be performed withcut regard *.c the toolicaele OPERATIO.'JL MODES

= cther conditions are p*ovided in the 19:1?.1ual $,;rveillan:t Requirements.
j ' :iurveiliance Requirements for Spe:ial Test Exceptions nete cnly be :erformed
!;; when the Special Test Execption is being utili:ed as a . exce; tion te an
t

j ' individual specification. .

4.0.2 The provisions of this specification orovide ellewable tolerances
I| for performing surveillance activities beyonc those specifiec in the nominalsurveiliance interval. These toleran:es are necessary te provide e:erational
'' flexibility because of scheduling and performance considerations. The pnrase

"at least" associated with a surveillance frequency cces not negate this
allowable tolerance value and permits the performance of more frequent
surveillance activities.

The tolerance values, taken either individually or consecutively over *s
|

! test intervals, are sufficiently restrictive to ensure that the reliability
associated with the suNeillance activity is not significantly degraded beyond
that obtained from the nominal specified interval,

f
I The provisions of this specification set fcrth the crit 4 -f [ |

5ec ceterminati tr liance with the OPERASILITY requiremen s of't Limiting

' @ rt Conditions for Operat Um-JLn,d_er this criteria , eytiseend'ystems or components
;

are assumed to be OPERABLE if t'hMsrociated-stTFveillance activities have been.
"Q satis factorily performed withigthe-specifiedaime interval . Nothing in this,,

'

sg provision is to be con.strued'as defining equipmentMys rs or components

ge OPERABLE, whepuch'Ttems are found or known to be inopera N ugh stiIl,

meetj.ng-the'5urveillance Requirements.'

l
1
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4.0.3 This specification establishes the failure to perform a Surveillance
Requirement within the allowed surveillance interval, defined by the provisions of
Specification 4.0.2, as a condition that constitutes a failure to meet the OPERABILITY
requirements for a Limiting Condition for Operat!on. Under the provisions of this
specification, systems and components are assumed to be OPERABLE when Surveillance
Requirements have been satisfactorily performed within the specified time interval,
flowever, nothing in this provision is to be construed as implying that systems or
components are OPERABLE when they are found or known to be inoperable although still

J meeting the Surveillance Requirements.

This specification also clarifies that the ACTION requirements are applicable when
Surveillance Requirements have not been completed within the allowed surveillance
interval and that the time limits of the ACTION requirements apply from the point in
time it is identified that a surveillance has not been performed and not at the time
that the allowed surveillance interval was exceeded.

'"Completion of the = Surveillance Requirement within the allowable time limits of the'

ACTION requirements restores compliance with the requirements of Specification 4.0.3.
! Ilowever, this does not negate the fact that the failure to have performed the

surveillance within the allowed surveillance interval, defined by the provisions of
Specification 4.0.2, was a violation of the OPERABILITY requirements of a Limiting
Condition for Operation that is subject to enforcement action. Further, the failure to
perform a surveillance within the provisions of Specification 4.0.2 is a violation of a:

Technical Specification requirements and is, therefore, a reportable event under the'

requirements of 10 CFR 50.73(aX2XiXB) because it is a condition prohibited by the
! plant's Techniest Specifications.
;

if the allowable time limits of the ACTION requirements are less than 24
| hours or a shutdown is required to comply with ACTION requirements, e.g.,

Specification 3.0.3, a 24 hour allowance is provided to permit a delay in implementingi

the ACTION requirements. This provides an adequate time limit to complete Surveil-
' ' = lance ' Requirements that have not been performed. The purpose of this allowance is to-

permit the completion of a surveillance before a shutdown is required to comply with!

i ACTION requirements or before other remedial measures would be required that may
preclude completion of a surseillance. The basis for this allowance includes'

consideration for plant conditions, adequate planning, availability of personnel, and
the time required to perform the surveillance.

,

This tiene limit provision also provides for the completion of Surveillance Requirements
that become applicable as a consequence of hlODE changes imposed by ACTION

,

requirements and for completing Surveillance Requirements that are applicable when an
exception to the requirements of Specification 4.0.4 is allowed, if a surveillance is
not completed within the 24-hour allowance, the time limits of the ACTION
requirement: are applicable at that time. When a surveillance is performed within the
24 hour allowance and the Surveillance Requirements are not met, the time limits of the
ACTION requirements are applicable at the time that the surseillance is terminated,

l

1
.

!

.i.
;
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Surveillance Requirements do not have to be perforr.wd on inoperable equipment
because the ACTION requirements define the remedial measJres that apply. Ilowever,
the Surveillance Requirements have to be met to demonstrats that inoperable equipment
has been restored to OPERABLE status.
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BASES

I

A4 This specification ensures that the surveillance activit tu
associateNQa Limiting Condition for Operation have been perfo T e n h.

$66 the specified tiBt4 terval prior to entry into an OPERATIONAL-MOC e .v
applicable condition, heQntent of this provision tj to' ensure t. ,:. . .w / ..3.

IMe% lance activities have been satMactorily demonstrated on a current w: i s ., as
required to meet tne OPERABILITY requirements of the Limiting Condition forn

.i

E Operation. f''

Mchd Under the termspttrf[ specification, for examp e4, uring initial plant
startup or following extended plant outages, the applicable Tur. eillance
activitieseus't be performed within the stated surveillance interv rior to
placingTr returning tne system or equipment into OPERABLE status.

4.0.5 This specification ensures that inservice inspection of ASME Code
Class 1, 2 and 3 components and inservice testing of AstiE Code Class 1, 2 and
3 pumps and valves will be performed in accordance with a periodically updated
version of Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure vessel Code and Addenda

!asrequiredby10CFR50.55a. Relief from any of tne above recuirements has
I been provides in writing by the Commission and is not a part of nese Technical
| Specifications.

Tnis soecification includes a clarification of the frecuencies for otrfore-
|, ing the inservice inscecticn and testing activities recuired by Secticn XI of

the ASME Soiler and pressure vessel Coce and applicable Aederda. Tnis clarifier- '

tien is provided to ensure consistency in surveillance intervals throughout tne
Tecnnical Specifications and to remove any anbiguities relative to the
frequencies for performing the required inservice inspection and testing

,

* '
activities.

,

|
'

Under the terms of this specification, the more restrictive requirements of

{l the Technical Specifications take precedence over the A5!!E Eoiler and Pressure-

Vessel Code and applicable Addenda. For example, the requirements of Specifica-
tion 4.0.4 to perform surveillance activities prior to. entry into an OPERATIONAL
MODE or other specified applicability condition takes precedence over the ASME
Ebiler and Pressure vessel Code provision which allows pumps to be tested up to

.

one week a f ter return to normal operation. And for example, the Technical

Specification definition of OPERABLE does not grant a grace period before a
device that is not capable of performing its specified function is declared
inoperable and takes precedence over the ASME Boiler and Pressure vessel Code ,

pecvision which allows a valve to be incapable of performing its specified ,

!function for up to 24 hours before being declared inoperable.
,
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4.0.4 This specification establishes the requirement that all applicable
surveillances must be met before entry into an OPERATIONAL htODE or other condition of
operation specified in the Applicability statement. The purpose of this specification
is to ensure that system and component OPERABILITY requirements or parameter limits
are met before entry into a htODE or condition for which these systems and components
ensure sat'e operation of the facility. This provision applies to changes in
OPERATIONAL htODES or other specified conditions associated with plant shutdown as
well as startup.

Under the provisions of this specification, the applicable Surveillance
Requirements must be perfonned within the specified surveillance interval to ensure
that the Limiting Conditions for Operation are met during initial plant startup or
following a plant outage.

When a shutdown is required to comply with ACTION requirements, the
provisions of Specification 4.0.4 do not apply because this would delay placing the
facility in a lower htODE of operation.

!
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